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ABSTRACT
----------------------------------------------------------------
In the 1980's corporate real estate has assumed a more active
role in the strategic planning of American corporations. How-
ever, the tools to accurately evaluate the performance of
corporate real property portfolios are still at a very rudi-
mentary stage in their development. This thesis concentrates
on the space inventory system of a large corporation and pre-
sents a model for determining fair comparisons between build-
ings across the portfolio. A technique is devised for identi-
fying "outliers", that is, buildings whose performance is
significantly different from other buildings of the same type.
This technique shows how to classify buildings into groups, so
that building class standards can be determined and trends
identified.
Artificial Intelligence tools such as decision-support
systems can be helpful to encode the expertise for evaluating
buildings' performance levels. Through the design of two
working demos the thesis illustrates how that is possible, and
points towards future alternatives.
The author spent an academic semester as a consultant/
intern in the real estate division of a multinational corpora-
tion. For anonymity purposes, the corporation is called the
Star Corporation. The Star Corp. provided the data used in
the research, as well as the supervision, and training in their
in-house systems operation.
Thesis Supervisor: Ranko Bon, Ph.D.
Title: Associate Professor of Building
Economics and Technology
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"You can't go wrong buying land,
they ain't making any more of it."
Mark Twain
CHAPTER ONE: WHAT IS RPPM?
1.1 THE POTENTIAL OF RPPM
Real Property Portfolio Management (RPPM*) has developed as
the result of corporations' need to more effectively manage
their multimillion dollar real estate assets. RPPM consti-
tutes, at its minimum, the bridge between real estate develop-
ment and facilities management. It involves the entire life-
cycle of a building from its initial inception through its
construction, use and final disposition. Furthermore, it in-
volves a comprehensive picture of all the real property owned
by a corporation. In the past, top management has mainly con-
centrated on the decisions that accompany investment and di-
vestment. In reality, budgets for the operating life-cycle of
the building are usually much higher than the initial cost of
the building. But due to accounting practices and their tra-
ditional focus, senior management rarely sees the facilities'
operating costs as one aggregated figure. This can be a mini-
mum of 5% to 8% of pre-tax gross sales which translates into
40% or 50% of net income (Michael Bell, Tndustrial. Develop-
ment, Jan-Feb 1987). RPPM therefore views real property not as
an isolated product but as an integral part of the corporate
* For more information on RPPM see Symposium Summary, Lab-
oratory of Architecture and Planning, MIT, Spring 1987.
arena. As such RPPM has the potential of acting as a "glue"
that binds the corporate pieces together and has a role to
play in affecting the bottom line. What areas of the corpo-
ration does corporate real estate touch? Essentially, all
areas. From the obvious capability of providing for space
needs, to supporting management and pursuing stockholders
objectives through the more efficient management of real es-
tate assets.
Before the advent of the computer, and particularly the
microcomputer, corporate real estate as a field of study and
as an element of corporate strategy was practically nonexist-
ent. Today, the real property owned by corporate America is
estimated to be worth between $700 billion and $1.4 trillion
dollars ("Corporate Real Estate Asset Management in the United
States", Harvard Real Estate, Inc., 1981) and the benefits of
managing it competitively is more obvious than ever before.
That sizable wealth accounts for an average of 25% or
more of a firm's total assets. With "inflation accounting",
which demands that corporations report their real property
assets at present market value, that figure can reach as high
as 35-40% (Cohen & Jewett, Industrial Development, September
1980). In the past, in spite of the magnitude of the invest-
ment, and due to the complexities involved in dealing with
real estate as a coherent piece, this resource was managed in
a piecemeal fashion by middle management and trained non-pro-
fessionals such as facility managers and property managers.
Today, with Management Information Systems (MIS) available on
a more massive scale, computer hardware and software costs de-
creasing, and more sophisticated tools being available, the
possibility of corporate real estate becoming a field in its
own right is a reality.
Computer technology and its applications as an inventory
tool did not singularly propel this field forward. The lure
of tremendous profits, a consequence of careful corporate
strategic real estate planning, has been an added incentive.
Corporations have watched how real estate values have in-
creased around them when they move into new areas. In those
situations corporate management has witnessed others reaping
benefits created by the corporation's presence. Likewise,
when they sign on as the anchor tenant for the developer they
create added value for the developer without profiting them-
selves. Today, management is finding creative and sophisti-
cated ways of letting corporate real estate influence the bot-
tom line. By selling, leveraging or upgrading properties, by
selling leases obtained at below-market values due to AAA
ratings, by demanding an equity share when committing to
long-term leases, and by using other techniques, a previously
hidden asset is now being put to work.
To those corporations too busily involved in the execu-
tion of their main products to dedicate any time and resources
to their real estate, a third incentive has made its presence
felt. The arrival of corporate raiders in the 1980's and
their quest for undervalued corporate assets, has placed cor-
porate real estate in the limelight. The raider typically fi-
nances the takeover by borrowing against the target company's
fixed assets. Traditionally corporate real estate has been
recorded at book value, which typically is greatly underval-
ued. This may be changing, if for no other reason than as a
preventive measure against the takeover specialist.
A fourth incentive has also recently appeared. It was
not until this decade that the real estate market managed a
breakthrough into the global securities market. With a rating
system for investment-grade real estate securities finally in
place, investors can now evaluate real estate in the same way
as corporate bonds and notes. At the same time, a gap has
been created by the disappearance of long term, fixed rate
loans. This coupled with the emergence of real estate syndi-
cations, which satisfy investor demand for more liquid real
estate investment options, places corporate real estate as one
of the more attractive investments. Although much of this may
be changing due to the 1986 tax reform, the overall effect has
been to draw attention to corporate real estate assets.
In summary, the advent of new technology, the emerging
potential for profit and loss, and the possibility of muster-
ing financial power have all aggregated to place corporate
real estate in a front-line position within the corporate
structure. Corporations that did not perceive themselves as
being in the real estate business have become aware that, in
fact, they are in that business, as much as they are in the
cash, inventory and accounts receivable businesses.
1.2 THE RPPM PROFESSIONAL
Perhaps the greatest challenge for the corporate real estate
professional is to bring all the disciplines that RPPM in-
volves under one single comprehensive strategy. The elements
which make up RPPM are usually already in place in today's
corporation. The expertise in facilities management, acquisi-
tion, construction, finance, planning and design usually
exist. What is missing is a common language and direction.
The goal of RPPM is to provide exactly that.
With a "top-down" approach, where the directives come
from above, fixed asset planning can be integrated with the
"big picture" of corporate future directions. It is the real
estate manager's responsibility to point out the advantages of
incorporating real assets into the business plan of the corpo-
ration. In the past, buildings were only noticed when there
was a problem or when something failed. Corporate real estate
divisions traditionally took a passive role within the organi-
zation. RPPM proposes a proactive rather than this reactive
role for the corporate real estate division.
Traditionally, developers have been more creative than
corporate real estate managers in packaging their real estate
products in such a way that the "buyer" understands the prod-
uct's benefits. In the corporate case, the "buyer" is the
senior management of the corporation. For RPPM to be effec-
tive, the real estate manager must educate top management
about the potential positive impact fixed assets can have upon
earnings. The tendency is for top management to concentrate
on the costs associated with real assets, rather than on the
potential profits. Real estate is seen as a cost of doing
business, a "necessary evil". In reality, the corporation is
usually in a better position than the developer to play the
development game. The corporation enjoys the advantage that
the end-user already exists; financial risk can be diversified
across an existing portfolio of buildings; and money is usual-
ly cheaper for the corporation to raise. Development experi-
ence might be the corporation's only limitation, and that is
mainly a question of recruiting the right personnel through
the use of appropriate incentives. Alternatively, the corpo-
ration can joint-venture with a developer, thus minimizing the
risk while sacrificing part of the profit.
One of the key issues with which an RPPM professional
must effectively deal is that of real estate ownership. The
cost of buying a speculative building on short notice from a
"non-motivated" developer can carry as high as a 40% premium
in some markets (source: Development Manager, The Star Corp.).
Many corporations are willing to pay that price when the mar-
ket for their products justifies the costs. Many times the
short life-cycle of the manufactured product might prohibit
the time-consuming permitting and developing phases required
for building. A penalty is also paid when leasing, even when
not on a short notice. According to sources at The Star Corp.
that premium can be as much as 60% when ownership is compared
to the net present value cost of a 20 year lease. At the same
time, if leasing is considered a way of borrowing money (since
basically the tenant has received a capital asset: the build-
ing, without making a capital expenditure), when compared to
borrowing money through a bond issue, the lease is between 3%
to 5% more expensive (Corporate Finance Newsletter, the Star
Corp., July 1987).
Clearly, planning for future expansion is the key to this
issue; however, due to the nature of the business this is not
often possible. For industries that are closely tied to the
economic ups and downs of booms and recessionary periods, many
times the right timing would imply beginning construction at
the peak of the recession which, although logical, is unlike-
ly. Senior management is usually very reticent to approve
budgets for buildings that are not needed in the present busi-
ness plan even though a building can remain vacant in some
cases as long as five years for the vacancy expenses to equal
the premium paid for buying a speculative building on short
notice. An empty building is a very visible item, and hard to
justify to shareholders. On the other hand, the cost of lack
of space is not a visible item and does not require justifica-
tion.
One solution to the problem that is can be acceptable to
both senior management and shareholders, is predevelopment.
Exhibit 1 shows that out of the average 35 months that it
takes to bring a building on line, 10 months are required to
secure the land, 5 more months are needed for permitting, 5
more months for design, then 10 months to complete the shell
and 5 months to finish the building. The chart, which plots
"months to delivery" to "cumulative $/square feet investment"
also shows that up to the design stage, an investment of $20
per square foot to $23 per square foot is needed, which is one
sixth of the total investment of $120 per square foot for the
finished building. In other words, 16.7% of the total invest-
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ment covers 42.9% of the delivery time. Likewise, since the
cumulative price of the shell is $80 per square foot and it
takes 30 months to get to that stage, with 67% of the invest-
ment 86% of the delivery time is covered. A "generic" shell
has enough flexibility for the building to be finished accord-
ing to the eventual tenant's specific requirements. This ob-
viously minimizes the risk, and has potential for serious sav-
ings.
1.3 WHY RPPM HAS NOT BEEN IMPLEMENTED IN THE PAST
There are several reasons why corporate real estate traditio-
nally has not been part of the overall corporate scheme. Cor-
porations usually have a profit-loss orientation, whereas real
estate has a cash flow orientation. The time frames for each
are different. Corporate operations' goals and the real es-
tate division's goals are intrinsically different. Corporate
operating units are typically focused on the short term. In
today's highly competitive markets, and with product life-cy-
cles sometimes being very short, the products' potential for
earnings is usually greatest at the beginning of its life cy-
cle which, in absolute terms, is an even shorter period of
time. Quick action and flexibility is therefore essential for
the business' success. The business goals for the firm are
pretax profits and earnings per share. Goals for real estate,
on the other hand, are long term appreciation and after tax
profits.
In real estate, the life-cycle of the product averages 20
years. As explained earlier, the planning process for a
building, from corporate approval to completion, averages 35
months. Clearly, when there is a need for immediate delivery
of buildings, there is a conflict between goals. Typically
operating unit's business plans are for one or two years,
which is less than the time required to complete a building.
In addition, the operating unit avoids having financial lever-
age on its balance sheets, whereas traditionally real estate
ventures exploit maximum leverage possibilities and therefore
undertake higher risks. Corporations interested in a proac-
tive approach to real estate have solved this by creating a
separate, unconsolidated subsidiary to wholly own the corpora-
tion's real estate. "In the past, a subsidiary could maintain
a separate balance sheet if it were engaged in a business sub-
stantially different from the parent corporation and if the
parent held less than 50% interest" (National Real Estate
Investor, March 1988, p. 32). This however, might also be
changing. A new accounting standard now requires the parent
company and subsidiaries to consolidate their balance sheets.
A further conflict can appear on the issue of marketabil-
ity. Operating units would like the building designed to
their strict specifications whereas the real estate division
is concerned about the possibility of eventual disposition or
change of use. Life cycles being short, the real estate divi-
sion is interested in adaptable buildings that can accept
change. Flexibility implies compromise. The tenant however
is concerned in getting the most mileage out of the building
and therefore is reluctant to make spatial concessions.
Since the operating unit's goals drive the business, real
estate goals are usually seen as secondary to production. If
the operating unit is responsible for real estate decisions on
the property it occupies, the chances that real estate's fi-
nancial benefits will be fully exploited are slim. [The
epitome of this is the case in which two divisions of the same
corporation are knowingly or unknowingly negotiating for the
same building in the same city thus driving the price up. No
matter which division wins, ultimately the corporation loses.]
On the other hand, if authority over the real estate lies with
the real estate division, many "bottom line" issues can be
implemented without detriment to the operating unit's goals.
1.4 AREAS OF CONCERN
In general terms, the areas that RPPM encompasses can be di-
vided into three sectors: physical management, financial mana-
gement and organizational use (Exhibit 2). The first sector
is concerned with the physical reality of the building, an
area usually assigned to the facilities manager. The focus in
this sector is building efficiency, operating costs and the
building's life cycle. The second sector, financial manage-
ment includes issues such as: acquisition and disposition,
refinancing, taxes and depreciation, etc. The focus here is
on earnings, volatility and appreciation. The third sector,
organizational use, concerns itself with the users and the
utilization of space. The focus here is on productivity,
flexibility and user satisfaction. These three sectors are
intrinsically intertwined. The value of isolating the aspects
of RPPM into these three sectors is as an initial attempt at
grappling with the complexity of the issues. The final goal
is to determine the role played by each sector in relationship
to the whole.
The tendency in the past has been to divide the real
estate work into these areas, and make different groups res-
ponsible for each of the areas. Although this is ultimately
unavoidable, the thread that ties all three together is usual-
ly lost in the process. The areas of expertise are so varied
that it becomes impossible for one person to comprehend all
the ramifications of each decision. At a senior management
level, however, there is often a person responsible for
overseeing the corporation's real estate. That person usually
has neither the time nor the expertise to decide in an
informed way about the many issues that come across his or her
desk. As a result, the senior manager relies on subordinates
for guidance. It depends on the manager to coordinate all the
areas he or she is responsible for, in a way that they support
each other. This is not a simple feat, and what usually
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happens is that all those areas either work separately and in-
dependently from each other, with the senior manager coordi-
nating them to the extent of his or her capabilities, or one
area profits to the detriment of another.
One of the causes for the lack of a comprehensive strate-
gy is the corporate structure itself. Coordination between
departments is sought in the main line of business of the com-
pany for the benefit of the final product. That is a clear
directive for any successful enterprise. The advantages of
implementing this same goal at the real property level, is
something top management is rarely aware of. With the lack of
a concentrated effort toward the corporation's real estate
comes the lack of resources for research, management and tool
development. An automated real property inventory, which is a
must for any corporation with sizable assets (and the bare mi-
nimum required for RPPM), is many times precarious and poorly
maintained. However, as more sophisticated tools get imple-
mented, not only does the management of the real estate im-
prove, but the integration of the real estate department with
the rest of the corporation improves as well through the shar-
ing and mutual down loading of data into the systems. This
tool therefore not only provides direct material benefits, but
also increases corporate communication and the process of in-
tegration between decentralized real estate divisions.
1.5 RPPM TOOLS
This thesis addresses the aspect of RPPM that deals with the
operating efficiency performance of buildings through the ex-
ploration of an Artificial Intelligence tool. It proposes a
model for designing tools that assist managers in making more
informed decisions on their real estate portfolios. Today
this is primarily done intuitively by people with years of
experience in the field. When intuition fails or there is no
expert available, the repercussions can be serious. The pur-
pose of this RPPM tool is to provide the missing link between
the coordination of the different real estate activities and
the expertise necessary to manage them. It provides an analy-
tical window from which to view all those activities in an in-
tegrated fashion.
When analyzing building efficiency the tool uses perfor-
mance indicators and their correlations or lack thereof. It
runs comparative analyses between buildings, both within a
fixed time frame as well as through time. Similar to the way
in which a financial analyst tracks financial indicators for a
corporation (equity to debt ratios, cash position, inventory
levels) the RPPM professional can track portfolio performance
indicators. As the tool develops, the indicators will eventu-
ally cover the whole range of RPPM activities. In one case
for example, an indicator will compare net to gross square fo-
otage ratios between buildings to determine the efficiency of
space usage. In another case it will track vacancy rates
through time and forecast space needs. At another level, in
an effort to anticipate management requests, indicators will
track retained earnings and conclude that if those earnings
are at historically high levels, growth and therefore acquisi-
tions and/or development are a highly likely prospect. These
are some examples of the potential uses for such a tool. We
must bear in mind, however, that in practice, the use of the
tool needs to be, at first, very focused, and issue-specific.
In order to track varying trends in performance, a
complex feedback loop network has to be established. That
feedback loop obtains its original information from a port-
folio-wide inventory database. This involves some complex
programming and systems issues in order to ensure the proper
interface. It then stores information related to the mana-
gerial action taken in response to the given situation, and
finally assesses the changes caused by that intervention, set-
ting up the scenario for the next round of managerial action.
When first planning the application it is important to be
clear about the objectives and how to measure what is going to
be tracked. In other words, defining the goals accurately is
fundamental. A lot of the data needed for the research may be
readily available in existing corporate databases. It is
therefore important to first understand how the corporation
functions and where to gain access to that data. Data useful
to the project might be available through other departments
and, in some cases, in unexpected form and locations. Or,
some of the information might be available but not in a form
that can be immediately used. This would entail some data
manipulation before the data is fed into the system.
The possibility of coming up with a generic tool that can
be easily adaptable to different corporate environments is at
present, difficult to conceive. Such a generic tool would
risk being "everything" and "nothing" at the same time. Cor-
porations are unlikely to use a tool meant to track the pulse
of the organization if that tool does not acknowledge the
idiosyncrasies present in the organization. Although the
concepts can certainly be transferable from corporation to
corporation, the specifics cannot.
Although the ultimate goal is to design and build the
thread that will tie in all corporate real property-related
issues, the reality of large corporations forces the developer
to address each area individually first. For a tool such as
this to be implemented in a larger scale, success has first to
be sought on a smaller scale, within one of the real estate-
related departments. only then is it be likely to tie into
the other real estate areas. The job of the RPPM professional
is not to turn the existing teal estate department on its
head, but to slowly gain ground through persistent, gradual
improvement. The DSS is not a finished product, but one that
is being continuously updated with new expertise as its being
used.
At this point, a caveat is in order. It is common for
senior management to mix the evaluation of building perfor-
mance with the evaluation of the facility manager. In order to
separate these issues and treat them individually, we first
have to know the nature of the building, how it is different
from other buildings, what its ideal performance can be, and
finally, what its actual performance is. None of these are
simple issues. The tool being explored in this thesis focuses
on the buildings themselves; the evaluation of the facility
managers happens only as a result of that initial query. Not
until we have learned about the building being managed, can we
judge its manager. This can be a fairly sensitive issue in a
corporation. The facility manager's job is to service an
operational tenant. At the same time his or her performance
is measured by the efficiency of the building. It is not
unusual for the tenant to demand certain services which
impinge upon the building's efficiency, and therefore
interfere with the facility manager's performance. The
facility manager is obviously placed in a bind between
responding to the boss's criteria and accommodating the
tenant. Clearly, if the RPPM tool takes into consideration
when doing comparative analyses, the differences in services
offered instead of comparing performances across the board,
then the facility manager's performance can be judged within a
fair context. By classifying buildings according to several
indicators, including tenant services, that comparative
fairness can be attained.
"Corporate Real Estate is perhaps
the only fixed asset a company owns
which appreciates rather than de-
preciates."
Alfred Behrens,
President of Vorelco Ltd., real
estate construction and develop-
ment subsidiaries of Volkswagen.
-- ----------------------------------------------------------
CHAPTER TWO: THE STAR CORPORATION
---------------------------------------------------------------
2.1 INTRODUCTION TO THE STAR CORPORATION'S REAL ESTATE
MANAGEMENT.
For the purpose of this thesis the Star Corp., a major owner
and leaseholder of real property, has agreed to make available
its real estate portfolio inventory data. The Star Corp. is
in the "widget" business. This a dynamic, highly competitive
and rapidly changing industry, with product life-cycles as
short as two and three years long. Since its inception in the
late 1950's the Star Corp. has gone through major growth
changes, averaging a 55% net operating revenue growth in its
first 10 years, and 23% in its last 5 years. From 5700 em-
ployees in 1970, the company has grown to 110,400 employees in
1987. With over 1100 locations worldwide its real property
has grown to over 34,000,000 square feet, representing $1.3
billion dollars in Land, Buildings and Improvements according
to the company's 1987 annual report. This represents 15.8% of
total corporate assets. Its leases total over one billion
dollars worth of real estate. At present, the Star Corp. has
approximately 10 million square feet under construction, 50%
of which is in Europe.
With the corporation's rapid growth, came the need to
keep track of its real property. In spite of being essential-
ly a highly decentralized company, the need for centralizing
all the information pertaining to its real estate inventory
became evident. As a result, a computerized space accounting
inventory system called ACTION was designed and implemented.
ACTION is serviced, maintained, updated and supported by the
Corporate Property Planning and Management Division that re-
ports to the Vice President of Personnel and Strategic Re-
sources. ACTION is centralized in one computer, which facili-
ty managers in remote locations can access through the corpo-
rate computer network. Facilities managers are responsible
for either providing information on their facilities to the
ACTION manager in corporate headquarters, or feeding the in-
formation into the system themselves. To avoid errors and
conflicting data, some information can only be entered by the
corporate ACTION manager. On the other hand, through ACTION,
facilities managers have access to data on all facilities. In
other words, ACTION has a "read only" access for many of its
functions. ACTION also has the capability of producing stan-
dard and ad hoc reports which are customized by the user.
2.2 THE CORPORATE ENVIRONMENT
It is important for our purposes to understand two basic is-
sues about the Star Corporation. On the one hand, we need to
understand the corporate structure and how the company is or-
ganized. On the other hand we need to be familiar with
ACTION, its merits and its limitations.
The corporate structure is important to understand
because its organizational pattern permeates all the way
through the corporation, influencing the way buildings are
used, organized and managed. In spite of its large size, the
company's overall structure can be easily understood. The
company is subdivided into five senior (or major) vice presi-
dencies. Each of these five "areas" maintain a clear identity
and independence within the company as far as its specific
business or function is concerned. To a certain extent each
one of these areas is a world unto itself. Within each one of
those functional areas there is a clear hierarchical order at
the top. That order does not permeate downwards however. In
other words, top management's authority is hierarchically ex-
plicit, whereas middle and low management tends to be of the
matrix format. This results in a very "wide" organization at
the bottom and a "narrow" organization at the top. Because
of this organizational structure, decisions at the "leaves"
section of the tree tend to be made in a consensus type struc-
ture, whereas at the root level, authority is more clearly
defined. As an example it is not unusual for an employee not
to know to which functional area (i.e., which vice presiden-
tial area) he or she belongs, nor is it unusual for a cost
center (CC) to be placed, upon its creation, under the "wrong"
VP, by mistake. At both the employee and the CC level, the VP
structure is not always strictly defined.
For buildings, however, the reverse is true. Each build-
ing or part of a building, is clearly defined as to which VP
it belongs. This is related to budgets, as we shall see
later. The fact that the corporation is organized both as a
matrix and as a clear hierarchy, depending on its distance
from or proximity to the "root", defines the character of the
company. Middle management is given a larger amount of re-
sponsibility, within its area of influence, than is customary.
This translates into a more relaxed and mature environment on
the one hand, but on the other hand, decisions sometimes can-
not be reached hastily due to lack of consensus at the middle
management level. This is particularly clear in real estate,
where different groups have varying responsibilities over the
portfolio, and therefore company-wide or group-wide policies
cannot be implemented without either a consensus or instruc-
tions from top senior management. Many times these kinds of
implementations are left for middle management to decide upon,
with the consequent delays in action. The other side effect
of this company policy is that even though middle management
has a seemingly independent decision making power, its scope
is usually only limited to its immediate surroundings. In
implementing a RPPM tool such as the one discussed in Chapter
1, understanding the idiosyncrasies of decision-making within
the Star Corporation will be useful.
2.3 THE REAL ESTATE ORGANIZATION
According to information available through ACTION the Star
Corporation's space breakdown is as follows:
Headquarters (corporate) 2.0 m sq ft 6.0%
Manufacturing 10.0 m sq ft 30.0%
Engineering 3.5 m sq ft 11.0%
Sales/Service 17.5 m sq ft 53.0%
These four areas are not managed as single entities, but are
under the responsibility of the five Senior VPs. These are:
Corporate Operations
Sales and Services
Engineering, Manufacturing & Product Marketing
Personnel/Strategic Resources
Finance
Under the Senior VP for Sales and Service there are three
property groups supporting the acquisition of leased sales and
service facilities for the U.S., European and General Interna-
tional Areas respectively. The area of the corporation that
we will be studying is under the VP of Personnel and Strategic
Resources (see following page). Within that area we will be
mainly concerned with "Corporate Administration". Corporate
Administration is responsible for managing 7,000,000 square
feet of real estate within the headquarters region of the cor-
poration. This includes buildings occupied by all four func-
tional areas listed above. It is also responsible for overse-
eing all projects worldwide above 50,000 square feet in size
and all leases above $1M annual rent. Within Corporate Admin-
istration we find Property Development, Property Planning and
Management, Finance (Group Controller), Personnel and Shared
Resource Centers. This last category, Shared Resource Cen-
ters, is divided into three geographic regions: East, Center
and North. Each one of these three geographies is under the
responsibility of an administrative services manager. The fa-
cility managers in charge of each particular building or site
report to the three administrative services managers who are
directly responsible for the seven million square feet in the
three geographies.
within our area of study, the structure is as
follows:
I. Senior VP of Personnel and Strategic Resources
A. Corporate Administration Manager
1. Property Planning and Management
a. Facilities Space Planning (space forecasting)
b. Administrative Purchasing (furniture, food
service,etc.)
c. Facility Management (operations)
d. Facility Training
2. Property Development
a. Design
b. Construction
c. Contracts Purchasing
d. Finance
e. Real estate acquisition
3. Personnel
4. Shared Resource Centers (three geographies)
a. East
b. Center
c. North
Summarizing,
2.4 DESCRIPTION OF THE SPACE ACCOUNTING SYSTEM.
ACTION was designed to replace the existing automated space
inventory tool called MSM. When the proposal for ACTION was
written, in January 1983, the authors wrote: "MSM now tracks
two billion dollars* of the company's assets... its space.
This represents the single largest corporate asset the company
has. As well, the Star Corp. collectively expends 100 million
dollars annually in occupancy costs**."
"To respond to the Star Corporation's current and ever
changing business needs, it is clear that the present Mana-
gement Space Media (MSM), now 14 years old, does not ade-
quately address the business needs and must be replaced with a
new system. Surrounding capabilities such as entry, query,
reporting, accounting and backup functions must be provided to
all users. This new system now called ACTION, will be imple-
mented deliberately to a large and decentralized user base.
Additionally, the ACTION database will serve as the foundation
for the integrated effort of inventory/forecasting/modeling
applied to the company's facilities."
ACTION was thus designed with 2 major requirements in
mind: first, to contain a worldwide inventory of the compa-
ny's facilities, recording how the space is used, what groups
occupy the space and all related information on use, occupancy
and headcount; and second, to allocate the costs of a facility
to its occupants.
* The 2 billion dollar figure quoted above includes
equipment which ACTION does not track.
** Annual operating expenses in fiscal year 1988 are
expected to reach the $790 million dollar mark. That
represents a 790% increase in 5 years.
Organizational planners, facilities managers and finan-
cial analysts are the potential users of the system. They
provide updated information to the system on a periodic basis,
and in turn extract information that assists them in either
managing their facilities, tracking use of space or charging
the occupants for the facilities they use. It is one of
ACTION's objectives, therefore to allow the users to person-
ally and directly modify the data they are responsible for and
most knowledgeable about.
The advantages of placing a space inventory system in a
computer network are several. For one, it allows the system
to be more readily used and updated. [There is a caveat here,
however. Since all the information in ACTION is stored in one
centralized corporate computer at headquarters, the remote
users must access it through a modem, or through other long
distance access, which interface with considerable delay. At
present, distributing the hardware is a project under conside-
ration. When this happens, it will further enhance user par-
ticipation.]
A second advantage of placing ACTION on a computer net-
work is that information collected and processed by other de-
partments outside of the real estate world can be accessed and
integrated into ACTION. The more complete that integration
is, the more powerful the tool becomes. Presently ACTION in-
terfaces with CC1-3 which is an updated inventory of all of
the company's functional cost centers. ACTION uses this in-
terface to verify that a CC is functional, so that a defunct
CC does not get charged for the space. Since all CCs are
under specific VPs, this information is used to roll up square
footage and occupancy costs to the respective VPs. As we
shall see later this is used for forecasting purposes for each
of the businesses.
ACTION also interfaces with the Personnel Department's
master file which shows where each employee is being paid
(i.e., paysite) and to which organization the employee belongs
(i.e., to which Major VP or MVP). This assists ACTION in de-
termining the headcount in a building based on the fairly ac-
curate assumption that all employees work where they get paid.
(The degree of error of this assumption has not been deter-
mined.) This headcount does not include outside contractors
and temporary workers.
Once ACTION has determined space charges, it feeds that
information into accounting ledgers throughout the corpora-
tion. ACTION also interfaces with SATELLITE, a corporate-wide
software that tracts all leased buildings. By doing end-of-
month comparative reports with SATELLITE, ACTION can identify
leased buildings that have come into the system as well as
buildings whose leases have expired and have been discontin-
ued. SATELLITE is maintained by Property Development whereas
ACTION is maintained by Property Planning. Although there is
some interface between the two systems, and both divisions are
located in the same building, there clearly is room for more
interfacing, with potential benefits for both groups. For
example, the Property Development group had previously de-
signed a software to record and track construction costs for
owned buildings. This project was later discontinued due,
among other reasons to costs of entering the data. This kind
of information, however, would be extremely useful for Proper-
ty Planning if it undertook the job of tracking building per-
formance. Indicators on initial construction costs give clues
on operating performance of a building. This kind of informa-
tion is not readily available through the system, and should
be kept in mind when considering improvements.
Another consideration to be kept in mind is that since
ACTION has been developed and implemented by a particular area
within the corporation (Property Planning), it does not carry
the official corporate-wide stamp of approval. As a result it
has not had as much coverage or support in other parts of the
company. The implication here is, that, by tapping other cor-
porate databases within a cooperative framework, the tool
could be developed to greater capabilities. This research
will point out some of those options.
The ACTION database contains three basic numeric parameters
of information:
Square feet (area)
Headcount (people)
Costs (dollars)
The remaining information that ACTION provides is descriptive
and is used to further qualify the building entity. Geogra-
phic areas, whether they be state, country, region, cluster or
traffic corridor are recorded in ACTION. Descriptions of the
tenants that inhabit the buildings are also recorded. As des-
criptions become more detailed, they also become more build-
ing-specific. As each building differs from another, there is
no method for classifying buildings that will permit fair com-
parisons across the portfolio. ACTION does not attempt to
classify buildings but to record some of their attributes.
All the data is captured in 57 fields that belong to
three domains. Each domain captures information on a general
aspect of buildings, through its particular fields. The
domains are called Group-history, Building-history and Inven-
tory-history. All buildings exist in all three domains. More
specifically, the first domain focuses mainly on the tenant
groups, the second on the physical characteristics of the
building, and the third on occupancy charges, cost centers and
financial aspects. The same field can exist in more than one
domain. The building name field for example, exists in all
three domains, since it is pertinent to the three focuses just
described.
The important fields for this research are the following:
1. SITE code: an alpha that identifies the facility's
location.
2. BLDG number: a numeric that identifies each building
on a site.
3. MVP: an alpha entered via CC1-3 that identifies the
Major VP responsible for a tenant-cost center.
4. MAJOR: a code that identifies a building's space
types consistent with the company's definitions of
space according to usage.
5. MINOR: a code that identifies subsets of major space
types according to usage.
6. A/L: owned or leased code.
7. CORRIDOR: sites' location with respect to a major
traffic artery.
8. POP: total of domestic population.
9. GA: total square footage of building.
10. IGA: total square footage minus exterior wall
thickness.
11. NET: IGA minus building's service areas.
12. RATE: the occupancy rate that is charged as per
square feet to the user.
13. AMT: amount of space being used by a given CC.
14. STAT: Shows if a space is assigned to a CC or is
vacant.
15. MAXOFF: number of offices available in building.
16. OCCUP: Date building initially occupied by the
company.
17. RENT: monthly base rent of leased space.
18. LED: lease expiration date.
19. GRPD: description of the particular business
occupying the building or part of it.
2.5 ANALYSIS OF ACTION'S CAPABILITIES
Even though these are the fields used in this research, it is
useful to mention all the fields in order to understand
ACTION's scope and capabilities. Appendices 1 through 4 show
queries done on the Buildinghistory domain. The particular
buildings shown on the "SITE/BLDG" column are those selected
for this study. Appendix 1 shows descriptive information on
the buildings' use [site-building-description column] and a
description of the building type [bldg-class-description col-
umn]. Notice that there is one record per building, which
means that this domain, unlike the other two, does not subdi-
vide buildings into component parts, but looks at the whole
building. Also notice that the descriptive information is
considerably generic. From those descriptions, therefore, it
is only possible to have an overall idea of what happens in
the building. Only broad comparisons can be made from these
building definitions. Tenant or use changes in a building are
unlikely to be updated in these fields.
Thirty-seven building-entities have been selected for
this study. A building-entity is either a stand-alone build-
ing or a group of buildings that cannot be isolated from each
other because they function as a whole, as far as their opera-
ting costs are concerned (specifically services and utility
costs). These 37 buildings have been chosen because previous
studies on them already existed, and there is a wealth of data
available. This will permit us to go into more depth than if
we limited ourselves only to ACTION's data.
ACTION's strength is in allowing the user to design
custom-made profiles of the corporation's building inventory.
It is basically a query system where the user can determine
what aspect of the inventory he or she wants to see. It can
produce sorts according to business function (i.e., MVP's),
geographical specifications, space types, etc. As such it is
an efficient tool. It allows three types of queries. The im-
mediate, on-line query, is generated instantaneously by the
user asking for a specific feature (for example: "Find build-
ing BPO-01 and show its population by wage class, show gross
area of the building and show whether it is a leased or owned
building.") This type of query is not stored in memory. A
second type of query allows the user to design a "procedure"
which saves a specific query into a file, such as the one just
given, that can be rerun whenever the user chooses to do so.
The third type of query are "adhoc" reports. The format of
the reports is pre-defined allowing the user to specify the
buildings on which the user is interested in. All this allows
the user to view the inventory from different perspectives.
Even though ACTION has the capability of performing arithmetic
operations and calculating percentages through its reporting
feature, it is not an analytical tool. It has no spreadsheet
nor statistical analysis capabilities, nor does it have graph-
ic capabilities. Even though, through a lengthy process, it
can provide the information for the user to analyze, ACTION
itself cannot compare buildings. For example: it cannot an-
swer to queries such as: "Find whether building MLO-10 has a
larger IGA (interior gross) than building NRO-01". It also
cannot compare the same building through time, i.e., "Find
whether the population of building IND-01 has increased or
decreased since last year". Procedures cannot be triggered in
an automated sequence. Likewise, the -results of procedures
cannot be used to feed information automatically into other
procedures. The possibilities of using ACTION, therefore, as
a decision-support tool are very limited. A good metaphor is
to say that ACTION is like a very versatile encyclopedia, it
will provide you with the information, but it does not
interpret it. There is no expertise coded into the software.
2.6 ACTION AS A SPACE FORECASTING TOOL
When ACTION is used as a space forecasting tool, there are
some issues the user must keep in mind. Because ACTION does
not weigh the data according to a building's type and use,
there is a tendency to consider that all buildings are alike.
Unless the user knows the building on which he or she is fo-
cusing some errors are likely to occur. At the crux of this
are two basic issues. First, the only fields in ACTION that
are both use-related and use-specific are the Major/Minor
space type fields. This information is fed into ACTION by the
local facilities manager and tends to be fairly accurate. The
only point of contention is that the space types are de-
scribed and not measured, and are therefore subject to person-
al interpretation. The objective of the ACTION "Space Types
Definition Guide" is to limit the interpretations, but the
bottom line decision of labeling a space still remains with
the facility manager. Other use-related fields are too vague
to use as a basis for comparison between buildings, as we saw
in Appendix 1.
Second, the information on square footage and headcount
rolls-up to the macro (VP) level through non-facilities relat-
ed entities: the cost centers. The square footage is part of
the CC information, and the headcount comes through the Per-
sonnel master file. This is actually a good example of how
information available in other databases throughout the cor-
poration can be used advantageously, but the data is not ac-
curate enough for _forecasting purposes. This data has been
collected for accounting purposes, and it has not been ad-
justed for the extended use in ACTION. As we mentioned ear-
lier, cost center designation has an error factor, which when
rolled up to a macro level can add up to significant figures.
Another potential error can occur when organizational changes
occur and are not updated. If, as a result of those changes,
a CC reports to a new VP, unless that reporting change is up-
dated by Corporate Finance in its master file, (from where
ACTION gets its data), the CC information from ACTION will
continue to roll under the old VP. Potential errors can also
happen when an employee is being paid by one CC but the space
he or she uses is paid by another CC. Those arrangements are
not altogether uncommon when CCs cooperate on projects.
As far as providing strict accuracy that can be imple-
mented "as is", ACTION's accuracy only goes as far as charging
occupancy rates to tenants. The real estate inventory capa-
bilities are really a side effect of that primary function.
Estimates can be obtained, perhaps even within 10% accuracy,
but the fact that the tool does not perform any real estate
reporting functions that have corporate-wide implications, im-
plemented by policy, means that ACTION's role and effective-
ness is limited. If therefore, we are to use ACTION as a tool
for strategic planning there is a need of either assuring the
accuracy of its data in a corporate-wide fashion, or there is
a need to supplement ACTION's data with external reliable
data. This issue will be further addressed in Chapter 3.
2.7 SOME APPLICATIONS OF ACTION
Senior management uses ACTION mostly for macro-scale studies.
Following are some examples: The gross-to-net average ratio
of the buildings built in the last five years by the corpora-
tion will be compared to the gross/net average ratio of the
buildings built earlier. The intention is to see whether the
company's design and development division has succeeded in
bringing more efficient buildings on line. Assuming that the
type of buildings built in the last five years is approximate-
ly similar to the type of buildings built before, this analy-
sis will yield a fair comparison. But there is really no way
of determining if this is true, from the database itself.
ACTION cannot tell us what kinds of buildings have been built
as compared to others. If the nature of the business has
changed, and therefore the space requirements, this might not
be a fair comparison. What would perhaps be more illustrative
is to find how the gross-to-net ratio changes through time,
and why. In that way a more in-depth understanding of this
ratio could lead to constructive changes. Tracking gross-to-
net changes for particular buildings through time would be an
initial step. Or, choosing two or more "similar" buildings,
(as far as use is concerned) built during different times, and
comparing their gross-to-net ratios. ACTION cannot easily
yield these results because it has no built-in building clas-
sification system, and because it cannot do time comparisons.
As we will show later, understanding the gross-to-net ratio
can give us important insights into a building's nature, for
classification purposes.
Another example of the way ACTION is used, is to calcu-
late the average space needs per person for each of the dif-
ferent businesses. This number is used when planning for ex-
pansions. The assumption is that if we know the total amount
of employees working for a particular VP, and we know the
total square footage that that VP controls, the square foot
per employee ratio can be multiplied'by the projected head-
count increase, and thus the space requirements determined.
The problem with this is that both the total square footage
per VP and the headcount per VP in ACTION are inaccurate fig-
ures. The accounting needs that ACTION satisfies are not the
same as real estate inventory needs such as the one in this
example. At a macro-scale, that might be a "good enough" ap-
proximation, but to calculate the work-space size, or even a
particular building size under that assumption, can cause
serious errors. If we could, instead, determine the component
space types of every business, in terms of percentages of
major space types, and then determine the number of employees
and square feet per space type, in order to arrive at popu-
lation and square feet percentages per space type (per busi-
ness) we would have a much more accurate profile of the busi-
ness, and that would help determine space requirements for ex-
pansion. As we shall see in the next chapter, this is pos-
sible to obtain. We would still rely, however, on rolling up
the numbers per space type through the CCs, since these are
our only ties between physical space and VPs.
Another issue that concerns management is vacancies.
Space has become an important commodity for the Star Corp. due
to its continuous expansion needs. As such, space becomes the
focus of many issues as well as for potential conflicts of
interest. At the root of this is the Star Corporation's poli-
cy on charging out space only on the basis of occupancy costs.
In the case of leased buildings, that cost includes market
value rents. For owned spaces, however, the occupancy cost
does not include an equivalent of the market value of that
space, but instead, it includes the depreciated original cost
of the building plus any depreciated capital improvements.
This has the advantage of simplifying the accounting; if cor-
porate service divisions are not subsidized for their space
needs, then they would have to charge the rest of the company
for their services. In-house services do not need to be given
a price-tag, but on the other hand this creates an artificial
valuation of space. The bottom line is that tenants housed in
fully depreciated space are essentially being subsidized by
the company. That advantage either comes about arbitrarily
for some divisions, or through political maneuvering. The im-
plication here is that if the assignment of spaces were left
to market pressures, the selection would depend on the common
"survival-of-the-fittest" laws. This would discourage "space
hoarding", which is not uncommon and also expensive to the
corporation as a whole.
ACTION labels "vacant space" that which is not being
paid for, not that which is vacant. In addition, density
(gross square feet per person) as a measure of vacancy relies
on an accurate headcount. Since ACTION does headcount based
on Personnel's "paysite" database field, any workers that are
not employees such as temporary workers or contractors, are
not being included in the headcount. This represent a 5% to
8% difference in the total number. In addition, a density
number by itself, without a qualifier that describes the type
of building being analyzed, is not enough information to de-
termine proper vacancy levels.
In an effort to get around this, the Star Corporation's
Planning department has added another field to ACTION called
"maximum offices". This field would be initialized every time
a building enters the system, and that number would get com-
pared with periodic physical inventories of number of offices
occupied. This not only permits us to know the status of
vacant space but used in conjunction with the gross square fe-
et per person density ratio, would hint at whether the build-
ing is densely populated or not. This correlation is needed
because many employees do not have office space assigned to
them, and therefore the "vacant offices" to "max offices" ra-
tio is not enough for a density profile.
Although this is an improvement in accuracy with respect
to just tracking gross square feet per person density, it
still depends on accurate data collection on a regular basis.
If ACTION is not implemented as corporate policy, the likeli-
hood of this happening is not clear. In the next chapter we
will explore ways of coming up with a vacancy factor that does
not fully rely on periodic data collection.
In spite of these observations, the usefulness of ACTION
should not be underestimated. At the time of its inception it
was a big step forward in the Star Corporation's efforts to
measure its portfolio. At the present time, there is nothing
ready to be implemented that could replace ACTION, let alone
improve on it. It is interesting to note however that the de-
signers of ACTION wrote in 1983 that the expected useful life
for ACTION was five years.
2.8 CORPORATE PRIORITIES
According to Cesar Chekijian, vice president of the corporate
real estate group for Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co., New
York, occupancy costs are the second highest expense item for
corporations, right behind salaries [National Real Estate
Investor, March 1988]. This is substantiated in a survey
conducted by Peter Veale from the MIT Laboratory of Architec-
ture and Planning, (Corporate Real Estate Asset Management in
the United States, 1988, p. 48) that shows that the primary
concern of corporate real estate departments is company opera-
tional factors, followed by occupancy costs. This evidence
points to the fact that asset management is not the top pri-
ority for corporate real estate departments. Veale writes:
"At the level of the senior real estate executive, decision
making for real estate is likely to be based upon or driven by
operational factors deriving from the mission of the company
as a whole. These include new space needs, program require-
ments, relocation decisions, new office technologies, etc.
The next most frequently cited basis for decision making is
occupancy cost (i.e., reducing or limiting space overhead,
operating expenses, debt service, lease payments and overall
corporate occupancy costs). Ranked third in priority is in-
vestment or profit potential (i.e., increasing return on in-
vestment, enhancing value of fixed assets, improving financial
position of overall portfolio, etc.) Fourth in priority are
situational factors ( i.e., unforeseen or unplanned events or
occurrences which demand immediate management attention, such
as emergency roof repairs, behind-schedule construction, lease
expirations, labor strikes, etc.)"
According to Chekijian, occupancy costs have been the
real cause for the squeeze on corporate profitability.
Cynthia Meals writes in National Real Estate Investor (March
1988): "Corporations must first organize the management of
their liability assets dealing with areas like energy con-
servation, operational costs, and the maintenance and repair
of facilities--before they can effectively concentrate on
asset management in respect to real estate". Geoffrey Ham-
mond, vice president of the Resource Management group, an AT&T
subsidiary, "claimed that he cannot worry over considerations
such as "resale value in twenty years" or the "present value
of a ten year lease", but rather his primary objective is
"lowest occupancy costs right now". (see Veale, "Executive
level decision-making in corporate real property: managing for
the future?", January 1987)
Up to the present, the responsibility of controlling
operating costs has been delegated to lower and middle mana-
gement. They in turn, entrust the everyday facilities opera-
tions to maintenance professionals who focus on one building
at a time, monitoring building performance through established
control mechanisms such as building-specific energy audits.
Because the performance is monitored at the building-by-build-
ing level, the perspective of the people in charge remains
localized. Due to a lack of a more global perspective, senior
management finds itself unable to make well-informed compre-
hensive decisions. A portfolio approach in this realm, there-
fore, has been long due.
Corporate buildings are usually very different from each
other in nature. Any attempt at classifying buildings has to
acknowledge their intrinsic differences. For example, there
might be a situation where one building is clearly cheaper to
operate than another, but in fact, the more expensive building
is actually more efficient and economical because it is per-
forming a more expensive task than the operationally cheaper
building. To quantify the task each building is performing
however, is extremely complex. The costs of performing that
task can be measured, but not the value of the task. This is
where averages fail as indicators. If what is being measured
is essentially different buildings, taking an average of their
performances, and using that as a yardstick for comparisons,
will not yield intelligent results. This applies to all as-
pects of a building's operating costs, from the comparison of
how many facility personnel per square foot it takes to run a
building to electricity consumption per square foot.
"Everything should be made as sim-
ple as possible but not simpler".
Albert Einstein
CHAPTER THREE: A CLASSIFICATION FOR BUILDINGS
3.1 INTRODUCTION TO CLASSIFICATION THEORY
In Chapter 2 we discussed the need for a comprehensive system
of classifying buildings for comparison purposes. In this
chapter we will introduce basic concepts of classification
theory, and then proceed to analyze the data so as to estab-
lish classes and bases of comparisons.
Developing a classification implies understanding catego-
ry and concept theory. This field has traditionally been a
part of psychological learning theory, an area that studies
questions such as: how and at what learning stage does a child
grasp the meaning of basic concepts like "family". Within
this field, in the last few years, two areas have been singled
out for research: 1. the study of naturalistic categories
(i.e., is the concept "chicken" related to the concepts "bird"
or "animal" or both, and why?), and 2. the modeling of those
natural concepts for artificial intelligence purposes (Mervis
& Rosch, 1981, p.90).
Concept formation stems from distinguishing objects ac-
cording to their properties, attributes or qualities (such as
color, form, use). The field is divided into three different
theories: the Classical View, the Probabilistic View and the
Exemplar View.
The Classical View has traditionally maintained that "all
instances of a concept share common properties that are neces-
sary and sufficient conditions for defining the concept"
(Medin & Smith, 1984, p.11 5 ). This implies that each defined
object must have strictly defined properties (caveat: what are
the "strictly defined" properties of the concept "furniture"
that determine whether a "rug" is a piece of "furniture" or
not?).
The Probabilistic View maintains that properties need not
be strictly defined, but that "concepts are represented in
terms of properties that are only characteristic or probable
of class members". This solves two problems inherent in the
Classical View. One such problem was implied in the "rug"
example above, concerning the strict definition of properties.
The other Classical View problem that it solves, is that all
members of a category are not equally typical of the class
to which they belong (a "robin" is more typical of the concept
"bird", than an "ostrich"). The Probabilistic View therefore,
acknowledges that objects are not either "yes-or-no" members
of a concept.
The Exemplar View goes one step further and defines con-
cepts exclusively in terms of its well-known examples. A new
instance is then. determined as a member of a category by
whether it is sufficiently similar to one or more of the known
category members.
The understanding of this categorization theory raises
some pertinent issues for our research:
Are categories arbitrary definitions or do they exist in
nature? According to Leach (1964, p.34), "... the physical
and social environment of a young child is perceived as a
continuum. It does not contain any intrinsically separate
'things'." Mervis & Rosch (1981) argue however, that if this
were true, nature would provide us with all possible combina-
tions of attribute values. In other words, if, for example,
the attributes used in classifying animals are: "coat" (fur,
feathers), "oral opening" (mouth, beak) and "primary mode of
locomotion" (flying, on foot), then we would not only find
animals with fur and mouths which move primarily on foot
(bear, wolf, monkey) but also animals with fur and mouths
which move primarily by flying, which we actually don't find
in nature.
This argument is not altogether convincing. As a counter
argument, we could hypothesize that "in the beginning" all
types of animals existed, and that as the world developed, due
to circumstances, some categories survived while others did
not. As a result, we can now perceive animals as distinctly
classifiable, whereas it is a mere result of circumstances and
is not in the intrinsic nature of things.
The theory implied in Leach's comment is that the concep-
tual world was originally a continuum, and that for comprehen-
sion purposes, abstractions were spontaneously created by man.
The following quote supports that implication: "Without any
categorization an organism could not interact profitably with
the infinitely distinguishable objects and events it experi-
ences. Therefore, even infants should be able to categorize"
(Mervis & Rosch, 1981, p.94).
For the research this implies that we have to look for
the properties of the objects in order to create the catego-
ries. In other words we do not concentrate on the concepts
and the abstractions that created those concepts, but on the
actual and if possible, measurable properties present. This
will perhaps lead to an orderly classification, although we
will most likely find "animals with fur and mouths which move
primarily by flying", to use the animal analogy. That is, we
will find buildings that do not fall into any of the catego-
ries. When these outliers are found, we will need to deter-
mine the reasons that each building is an outlier. The possi-
bilities are two: it is a different "animal" and therefore
falls in a category of its own, or it is a genuine outlier,
i.e., it is a building which exhibits an unusual performance
when compared to other instances in the same category. Find-
ing the latter type of building is our purpose and the objec-
tive of our classification efforts. However, understanding
all the categories, the most common and the least common ones,
will give us insights into the component parts of our catego-
ries. Understanding what constitutes a category is therefore
fundamental. The insights gained from the observation of
categories and their instances are part of the value of the
tool.
It is important to stress however that the emphasis of
this work is not to define classifications, but to find the
outliers. The classification is simply a technique of discov-
ering and determining common parameters among buildings, so
that they may be compared. It is not a labeling system to be
applied as a template. As a matter of fact, there might well
be a case where all buildings in a classification are actually
outliers, and what appears to be an outlier to the class is
actually an efficient building. Because the emphasis of this
technique is in analyzing for comparison purposes, the reality
of the situation should become evident when the DSS proceeds
to find out the reasons for the "outliers" behavior. The sys-
tem does require however, that at least one building be run-
ning efficiently. If that is not the case, it is reasonable
to say that the portfolio is at a stage in its development
where less sophisticated tools than the one proposed would be
more effective.
Are all category members equally representative of the
category? Probably not. During our research we have found
that each building is a category onto itself when its compo-
nent parts were looked at from a close enough range. When
defining a category, therefore, the range of buildings in that
category will have to be studied to see whether all the build-
ings included belong within the established boundary defini-
tions. With time, the components of a -category might change,
and that also needs to be tracked. The assumption here is, as
implied in the Exemplar and Probabilistic Views, that catego-
ries are not absolute, and changes occur not only in category
members but in the categories themselves. One of the inherent
dangers in choosing between the Classical View and the Proba-
bilistic View, is that in going from the Classical View's per-
fect match between instance and category, to the Probabilis-
tic View, we can find ourselves defining categories to which
any instance would match. Ideally, we should find the balance
between both views.
In order to establish classes, one must focus from
neither too close (from too close no classes will be obvious)
nor too far (from too far there will only be one all-encompas-
sing class). From what distance should we focus? The re-
search itself yields an answer to the question. When plotting
different variables we have found that some graphs yield dis-
tinct categories as seen in the way the buildings map, and
some graphs do not yield any obvious categories. By correlat-
ing the information yielded by these graphs we will see wheth-
er categories can be induced or not. The boundaries of our
categories will therefore not be strictly defined, in an abso-
lute sense, but will be defined relative to the specific par-
ticulars on which we are temporarily focusing.
How do we decompose the categories into elements? The
categories will be defined according to their elements. This
means that we will not rely on abstractions to define a cate-
gory, but the elements come first, and then the categories.
As discussed earlier, the Star Corp. divides its world into
MVP's. As far as buildings are concerned, these are abstrac-
tions, unless we can demonstrate that the buildings belonging
to a certain MVP have specific characteristics that set them
apart from the buildings that belong to other MVP's. This
will assure that we are concentrating on the use-related pro-
perties of a building, and not on its accounting-related pro-
perties. One of the underlying assumptions in this study is
that the MVP categorization is pertinent to the organizational
structure of the corporation but not to the use of the build-
ing.
3.2 WHY USE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE?
In describing our research as a classification scheme for
buildings, we have touched upon the complexities of problem-
solving. Organizing concepts into categories and classes,
selecting properties that define those categories and match-
ing properties between instances in order to classify the
instances, are all problem-solving techniques that we uncons-
ciously apply in our everyday lives.
Researchers in the field of Artificial Intelligence, in
their quest to understand and emulate the thought process,
have constructed several problem-solving paradigms that allow
us to better understand the complexities of certain types of
intelligence-related issues. Among the paradigms, the "gene-
rate-and-test" systems and the "rule-based" systems are among
the most commonly used.
The generate-and-test paradigm consists of two elements.
One is a "generator" that enumerates and makes available all
the possible solutions to a problem (i.e., it lists the
hypotheses), and the other is a "tester" that evaluates the
proposed hypotheses. This paradigm is often used for identi-
fication problems where the generator suggests a few hundred
possible solutions, and the tester proceeds in an uninformed
or informed way (i.e., by exhaustive hypothesis testing or by
choosing and eliminating unlikely hypothesis) to test and
find the solution. The solution is found when a hypothesis
matches a predetermined conclusion.
The rule-based-system paradigm is extensively used in
Knowledge Engineering, the AI branch that specializes in ex-
pert systems. A decision-support system such as the one we
are modeling consists of an expert system shell interfaced
with a database and a spreadsheet software. (Further research
would also incorporate a statistical package for statistical
analysis plus graphic capabilities.)
Rule-based systems can operate in a synthetic or an ana-
lytical mode. The synthetic approach, as its name implies,
has the capability of configuring a complex world into a neat,
comprehensible package. These systems are used in marketing
and manufacturing where systems consisting of many parts, such
as extensive customer orders, have to be put together and pre-
pared for shipping. Analytical systems on the other hand,
decompose a complex world into its constituent parts and then
study and evaluate each part in order to come to a conclusion.
These systems are used in industry for medical diagnosis and
oil-well log interpretation.
Both types of systems represent knowledge in terms of
rules. A rule consists in its most basic form of a condition
and a conclusion. The condition, also called the left hand of
a rule, is made up of an IF statement, and the conclusion or
right hand side of a rule is made up of a THEN statement. The
conclusion in fact consists of two parts: the hypothesis and
the action. The hypothesis will be proved true if the condi-
tions on the left side are true. If that is so, then the ac-
tions on the right hand side of the rule will be executed. If
the conditions are not proved true, the hypothesis will fail
and the actions will not be executed.
If the left hand side of the rule is considered an ante-
cedent, and the right hand side a consequent, we have the
basis for a deduction system. The deduction-oriented rule-
based system can work from known facts to new deduced facts,
in which case it exhibits forward chaining, or the system can
hypothesize a conclusion and work backwards to justify it, in
which case it exhibits backward chaining. Depending on how
the knowledge is represented (i.e., the shape of the state
space, Exhibits 28 and 42), and what the goals of the inquiry
are, one or the other type of chaining will be more conve-
nient. If the triggering is initiated by a known set of
facts, and the goal is to find out as many conclusions as pos-
sible from those facts then forward-chaining will be advis-
able. On the other hand if the goal is to confirm or deny one
specific goal, then it is best to suggest the hypothesis and
backward chain to evaluate the facts.
In our discussion on categorization theory we stated that
the classes will be determined by each group of instances with
similar properties. We also said that the goal was to find
the outliers to a class in order to attract managerial action
to that instance. A rule based expert system can be used to
analyze the properties of the instances and determine the
classes and the outliers from that analysis. It will then
focus on the outliers it found and determine, through the ex-
pertise coded into its rules, the origin of their digression.
In other words, we will program the system to search for cert-
ain properties of buildings, and then identify the buildings
whose properties have values within a certain range. After
finding the buildings, the system will determine whether they
are members of the class or not, depending on the correlation
with other properties.
3.3 IMPLEMENTING A DSS
Based on our understanding that operating costs play a funda-
mental role in the overall concerns of a corporate real estate
department, and knowing that we need to choose a piece of the
total puzzle to work on in order to test our decision-support
system, we will use operating costs to demonstrate the sys-
tem's potential.
As we have also discussed earlier, it is important to
succeed first in a small portion of the problem before future
implementation can be made on a larger scale. As explained
earlier we will use an existing study of 37 building entities.
This study was done originally as a comparative study of ope-
rating costs and the aim was simply to provide managers with a
reference for their own use. Conclusions and recommendations
were not the objective, but rather provision of a means for
managers to evaluate the performance of their buildings and
themselves. Exhibit 3 shows building operating costs divided
into three categories. The total of these categories gets
charged to the tenant as an occupancy charge per square foot
occupied.
Category "A", Building Expenses, is related directly to
the operation of the building. These costs tend to be fixed
in nature, not varying greatly as tenants change. They are:
depreciation; rent; property taxes; electricity;- fuel:oil &
gas; water & sewer; and insurance.
Category "B", Building Services Expenses, include
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services provided to the physical plant. They tend to be more
controllable than building expenses and the level of service
depends more on changes in the tenant base than is the case
with Category "A" expenses. They are: custodial; grounds
maintenance; HVAC, mechanical & electrical maintenance; build-
ing maintenance; safety (environmental health and physical
safety); energy management; security; facilities administra-
tion for the building (conference rooms, space management) and
for the region where the building is located (community rela-
tions); and technical services.
Category "C", Tenant Services, are the costs of services
provided to the building tenants. They are directly control-
lable and depend on the tenant base to a much greater degree.
They are: office services (mail, copy center, furniture, sta-
tionary, audio-visual equipment); shuttles and cafeteria
interface.
All these costs are in dollars per net and gross square
feet. We will primarily use the gross numbers, since the de-
finition of net can be arbitrarily chosen, whereas the gross
cannot. By this we mean that what today serves as corridor or
storage area (i.e., services), tomorrow might be an office
space. To avoid including such potential areas for discrepan-
cies we will concentrate on the gross square footage, which is
fixed.
When interviewing a number of facility managers at the
Star Corp. and asking their opinion on which operating costs
are the highest, the reply was unanimous: electrical costs.
Not only are these costs the highest, but they also seem to be
the parameter that best defines the building, and the nature
of the tenants occupying it. (Since we are interested in use,
we are focusing on the interface between the tenant and the
building.) The electrical costs per square foot thus give us
a quantitative insight into the kinds of activities that occur
within the building.
In our quest to classify buildings, and in order to dis-
tance ourselves as much as possible from labeling buildings
(Engineering, Marketing, Manufacturing) we seek objective
measurable parameters that will classify and label buildings
quantitatively. Clearly a building's density is also a useful
parameter for classification purposes, but the correlation
between density and use is not as strong. Gross-to-net ratio
is similar to density in that it has some correlation to
building use, but not a strong a correlation as electrical
consumption has. Age has an even weaker correlation to use.
So has location. If we analyze one by one the fields in
ACTION, and the operating costs enumerated above, we will
conclude that electrical consumption in conjunction with other
parameters offer the best starting point for a profile.
3.4 BUILDING ANALYSIS 1
1. Electricity
Exhibit 4 plots density (gross square feet/population)
vs. electrical expenditure per square foot for all owned and
leased buildings in our selected group. There are three basic
"zones" populated by buildings, which roughly correspond to
three of the four graph quadrants. Labeling the quadrants cl-
ockwise, quadrant 1 is in the lower right hand corner, quad-
rant 2 in the lower left hand corner, and so on. In quadrant
1 we notice a single building. If we look at Exhibit 5, we
will see the selected buildings divided into two groups, owned
buildings at the top of the chart and leased at the bottom.
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EXHIBIT 5
OWN / COM- SUP- STO-
BLDGS LEASE ADMIN LAB PORT PROD RAGE
MSOl 1 71.2 2.1 3.9 0 0
NQO1&2 1 7.1 3.5 11.1 11.8 61.4
HUO 1 63.2 7.1 0 0 0.5
MKO2 1 58.7 7.2 6.8 0 2
PKO3 1 65.6 8.7 3.6 0 0.9
MOO 1 70 11.4 1 0 1.7
MRO3 1 63.4 11.6 3.5 0 1.2
MKOl 1 56.8 12.9 3.5 0 3.1
MRO1&2 1 48.1 13.1 2.4 10.3 3
PKO2 1 63 13.8 1.1 0 2.7
MLO 1 46.9 14 5.5 4.2 5.7
BPO1 1 66.3 15.1 2.5 0 1.3
LKG1/2 1 43.1 24.4 6.3 0 0.5
PKO1 1 31.2 42.2 1.4 0 8.6
NHO 2 80 0 2.4 0 0
NMO 2 92.9 0 0 0 0
BPO3 2 70.4 0 6.5 0 3.3
NRO3 2 12 0 6.1 13.5 57.1
NRO1 2 11.5 0.5 0 81.5 0
NRO4 2 24.1 1.9 0 0 67.1
DDD 2 76.4 2 3 0 1.6
CFO2 2 75.9 2.3 0.3 0 0.1
NRO2 2 30.2 2.3 0 21.3 33.8
CF01 2 78.1 2.5 1.3 0 0.5
QLO 2 73.7 2.9 0.6 0 3.2
HYO 2 41.6 3.2 0.3 0 38.9
UP01/2 2 73.1 3.43 0.9 0 0.8
VRO3 2 62.5 5.3 2.6 0 0.5
MET 2 60.7 10.6 1.8 0.6 1.4
IND 2 70.5 10.8 1 0 0.8
VRO5 2 57.3 12.3 6.6 0 3.3
LMO4 2 60.4 16.7 2.3 0 0.9
YWO 2 55.4 16.8 2.7 0 3.6
WFR 2 67.8 16.8 3.2 0 1.5
BPO2 2 38.9 23.9 4 0 9.9
NRO5 2 52.5 27 1.8 0 0
LMO2 2 43.3 37.7 0.9 0 0.4
The list is also sorted, within each of the two categories, by
ascending percentage of computer/lab space. This building,
called PKO1, has the highest percent of COM-LAB space within
the owned buildings. In fact, it is the only building that
has a higher percentage of COM-LAB space than any other kind
of space.- This implies that there is a correlation between
the amount of computer space in a building and its electrical
expenditure. Thus, we have started our classification pro-
cess. PKO1 has such unique characteristics that it is in a
class of its own. [An inquiry on this issue confirmed the
finding. Building PKO1 houses the majority of the corporate
transaction processing computer systems in the company includ-
ing worldwide payroll and accounts payable.
According to information obtained from the corporate
energy manager of the Star Corp. the consumption of electri-
city for different kinds of space ranges from an average of
three to four watts per square foot for general office space
to 50/100 watts per square foot for computer rooms. The order
in ascending consumption amounts for different type of spaces,
is:
1. general office,
2. engineering office,
3. light manufacturing,
4. testing and burning (engineering labs),
5. energy intensive manufacturing,
6. computer rooms.
There are three issues we need to be aware of: first, the
data used for this study is that of electrical expenditure and
not electrical consumption. That means that differences in
the price of the Kw/Hr between one location and another are
not accounted for. Although on the average this will not vary
too much, in some cases it does. For example, building LMO4
pays $0.0507 per Kw/Hr, and building HUO pays $0.1099 per
Kw/Hr. HUO pays an unusually high rate, however, because it
buys its power from a small local private electrical company.
The range for most buildings in our study was between $0.0507
and $0.0775.
The second issue to be aware of is that there is not a
direct one to one correlation between computer space percent-
age in a building and the building's electrical consumption.
Some computer rooms use considerably higher amounts of elec-
tricity per square foot than others, depending on the nature
of their work. So buildings cannot be classified exclusively
on the correlation between the percentage size of their COM-
LAB space and their electrical consumption, without accounting
for the intensity of use.
The third issue to keep in mind is the difference between
electrical peak demand and total demand. Electricity spent
during peak hours costs more, which means that when we compare
electrical expenditure between buildings, we have to account
for the time of the day in which that electricity was used.
The rate for KWH/peak can be over 4 times that of KWH/off
peak. The time of the day when the electricity demand occurs
will affect the operating costs, and may also hint at what
kinds of operations occur in the building, which is the basis
for our classification scheme. Summarizing, if we use elec-
trical consumption as a scale for comparative studies, we must
be aware of these three caveats.
2. Low density / low electricity
Focusing on quadrant 3 (top, left) in Exhibit 4, we notice
there are six buildings in it: NQOl&2, NRO1, NMO, NRO3, QLO
and NRO4. Two more buildings, NRO2 and HUO, are on the edge
between quadrants 2 and 3. These eight buildings have low
density (i.e., a high gross square footage per person) and a
low electricity expenditure. Low density implies one of four
things:
1. the building is a storage facility,
2. the building is new and has not yet reached full
occupancy,
3. the building has a lot of empty space, or
4. the building is a manufacturing facility (which
are not represented in our building selection.)
Case 3 would indicate an unusual situation since the Star
Corp. is pressed for space, and empty space would be unlikely.
3. Storage Space Percentage
Exhibit 6 shows buildings sorted in ascending amounts of
percentage of storage space. Checking in that exhibit for the
percentages of storage (i.e. warehouse) space per building, we
find the following percentages for the eight buildings being
analyzed:
NRO1 0 % NRO2 33.8%
NMO 0 % NRO3 57.1%
HUO 0.5% NQO1&2 61.4%
QLO 3.2% NRO4 67.1%
A digression...
The analytical process just begun is what is being proposed for
the DSS. In this particular example, the DSS would have first
selected all the buildings in quadrant 3, either by the user
inputting through a rule the range of quadrant 3 (i.e., all
buildings with density > 0.6), or by the DSS already having a
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predefined range in its knowledge base for this particular
query. Then the DSS would fire a second rule that checks, as
we just did, the percentage of storage space in the buildings
selected*. Buildings with lower than a predetermined amount of
storage space (30%) are not warehouses, so the DSS would next
check their ages and their occupancy dates to see if their low
occupancy is a function of the building just coming on line**.
If the occupancy date (1.5-years or more) does not justify a
low density, we would then check the percentages of other space
types in those buildings to see what their constituency is.
Returning to the analysis, when we check the space types,
we notice that NMO has 92.9% ADMIN space and NROl has 81.5%
production space. NMO is clearly a data error, since ADMIN
buildings must have a minimum of 15% of service space, and
usually this amount is 20%. This having been flagged, we can
proceed to contact the person responsible for providing that
* In Chapter 2, when we described ACTION, we pointed out the
existence of a field called "major space types". These
space types are five: Admin, Production, Com/Lab, Storage
and Services. Within each of these major space types we
will find "minor space types", tracked by a field with that
name. This field describes the specific use of the space
(kitchen, restroom, conference room, etc). In order to
obtain percentages of each of those major space types, per
building, from ACTION's gross square feet numbers, we have
written a database procedure seen in Appendix 5.
** Please note that "age" is not a field in ACTION. The
closest number that provides that information would be
"occupancy date". This tells how long the corporation
has been in the building, but does not say how old the
building is.
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information and verify whether the data is in fact incorrect.
If it is not, we will incorporate another rule into the system
that acknowledges what we have just learned. The case of NR01
and its 81.5% of production space could also be an error, or,
once again, if such a type of low density production exists,
we will acknowledge that in a new rule too. (After verifying
with the appropriate facility manager, a labeling error was
confirmed. The space labeled "production" was actually "sto-
rage" space. Through this example we observe an added benefit
of the DSS: to control and flag erroneous data input)
4. Building age and gross-to-net
When we check further information on buildings QLO and HUO we
find out that they have been occupied for 7 and 11 years res-
pectively. Clearly their low density is not accounted for by
the occupancy period. If we check further we will see that
they are both small buildings, 20,000 and 25,700 square foot
respectively, with populations of 25 and 44. If no other in-
formation is available, a good assumption at this point is
that these buildings being small, "have slipped through the
cracks", and they have not been held under close scrutiny.
This would call for managerial action. If enough "small
buildings" are tracked down and flagged in this manner, the
DSS's benefits become obvious.
Before we would make that assumption however, there are a
couple of diagnostics tests that can still be run. The first
one involves gross-to-net. The assumption here is that densi-
ty and gross-to-net are related, especially for warehouse type
buildings*. Warehouses have both a low population density,
and a small percentage of service area, which means their
* Through the research we have found the gross-to-net ratio
gross-to-net ratio is closer to 1 than that of other non-sto-
rage buildings. Plotting gross-to-net vs. density (Exhibit 7)
we see that for the buildings in the 1st quadrant (bottom
right) this assumption holds true. We also notice that the
buildings in this quadrant are the same ones that we identifi-
ed in Exhibit 4. This time however, QLO and HUO clearly se-
parate themselves out from the rest. Their gross-to-net is
atypical for a warehouse, which reinforces the assumption that
they are underpopulated buildings. However, the building
might house a function that requires an unexpected density
level (like a training center for example). so before making a
final judgment, it needs to be verified.
5. Employee Profile
A final diagnostic would concern the nature of the employees
in the building. Through databases external to the real es-
tate department that would down load employee data to ACTION
we could find the type of employee (as per AA/EEO government
code description which is available through personnel's
database) and if possible, the total salary amount in the
building per person or per square feet of space.
*cont. to correlate more accurately to warehouse buildings
than to non-warehouse buildings. This accounts for the fact
that the services provided in a building are not only use-
related but also policy related. In other words, above a
certain minimum density of population the amount of services
provided to the tenants (and therefore the gross-to-net
ratio) does not follow use of the building only but is also
affected by management policy. This is not the case with
storage facilities, where use seems to correlate uniformly
with the gross-to-net ratio.
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This would give us a profile of the tenant population, which
in some cases might account for the unexpected findings. At
present ACTION tracks the four different types of wage classes
in the company. These are organized according to hourly or
salaried wages, and do not provide enough of a detail for con-
structing tenant profiles.
The analysis just described would be automated with a
series of IF - THEN rules that run diagnostics on the building
indicators until a classification is found or there is enough
evidence for labeling a building an outlier. This methodology
for identifying buildings thorough their characteristics can
be useful not only to locate outliers and potential problem
areas, but also to locate a particular type of building. For
example, the US Army Corps of Engineers* was in need of ware-
house space, and their buildings inventory did not show any
warehouse building within the desired location. After con-
struction had already been started on a multi-million dollar
warehouse, an empty airplane hangar was located, that could
have served the purpose. Because the building was classified
as a "hangar" in the inventory, its potential alternate uses
were not expressed through the inventory. If instead, a query
could have been made in terms of gross-tonet, electrical con-
sumption and/or density, the building could have been located.
Another indicator to include is work-shifts. ACTION does
not track that information today. It is clear that most ope-
rating costs would increase with more intense usage of the
building. In order to incorporate this parameter, and at the
same time to be able to compare buildings with different work
* See Real Property Strategic Assessment for the Construction
Engineering Research Laboratory, US Army Corps of Engineers,
by Bon, Dluhosch, Joroff, Brana & Veale, MIT, 1986.
shifts, one possibility would be to divide the operating costs
by the number of work hours. In that way we would have cost
per square foot per hour as the unit of comparison between
buildings.
6. Electricity vs. Storage Space
Exhibit 8 shows electrical expenditure vs. percentage of
storage space. The assumption in this case is that as storage
space increases in a building, its electricity expenditure de-
creases.
We will disregard the buildings with less than 7% or 8%
of storage space, since that amount of warehouse is too small
to produce an overall effect on a building's electrical con-
sumption. We notice that as storage space increases there is
a gradual decrease of electrical expenditure. (We would need
a larger sample of buildings with a substantial amount of sto-
rage space to confirm this assumption.)
This rule would be programmed into the expert system, and
any warehouse building with an unusual electrical expenditure,
as determined by the curve in the graph, would be flagged.
In Exhibit 8, we find NQO1&2 and HYO on the high side of
the curve, i.e., their electrical expenditure per square foot
is somewhat higher than expected, as determined by the curve.
When we refer to Exhibit 5 we see that NQOl&2 has 11.8% of
production space, which perhaps explains the higher electrical
expenditure. However, when we refer to Exhibit 4, we notice
that NQO1&2 has the lowest density of all buildings (1200
square feet/person). It is unlikely that production could
occur with such low staffing levels. The low density also im-
plies less electrical consumption, since there is less people
per square foot to consume electricity, which contradicts the
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previous finding of relatively high electrical expenses.
Confronted with contradictory evidence such as this, we
would now turn to the building's mechanical equipment, its
efficiency and consumption levels. ACTION does not provide
this type of information, so it would have to be obtained
elsewhere. Still a.nother factor to check is the price of the
Kw-Hr in that particular location. As we mentioned earlier
this research does not account for those differences, but they
can be obtained .from the electricity bills.
We now turn to building HYO, the other building in Exhi-
bit 8 with high electrical consumption. HYO has no production
space, but its density (310 square feet/person; see Exhibit 4)
is considerably higher than NQO1&2's density (1050 square fe-
et/person). This might explain its slightly above average
electrical consumption. However, we also notice in Exhibit 8
that it has a larger percentage of storage space (38.9%) than
building NRO2 (33.8%), but a higher electrical expenditure
($1.67 per square foot for HYO vs. $1.19 per square foot for
NRO2). If, we now turn to Exhibit 4 and look for HYO's loca-
tion in that graph, it is situated at approximately the same
coordinate location as buildings CF02 and PKO3. HYO however
has much more warehouse space than these other two buildings
(see Exhibit 8 for the respective percentages of warehouse
spaces, and Exhibit 9 for a close-up detail of buildings with
less than 10% warehouse space). This evidence would make HYO
an outlier as far as its electrical expense, and would invite
for managerial action. If we also observe the "size" indica-
tor, (Exhibit 6) we see that PKO3 is a considerably bigger
building (404,400 square feet) than either CFO2 (74,200 square
feet) or HYO (45,500 square feet). Once again, the evidence
that smaller buildings are more expensive to run, and/or that
PK03, due to economies of scale and/or design, has a better
performance.
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[A caveat: efficient buildings might be extremely unappealing
and non-conducive to work. This study does not take employee
satisfaction and productivity into consideration. If manage-
ment were concerned about these issues, the type of analysis
proposed in this thesis could also identify "over-efficient"
buildings for potential upgrading.]
A similar observation can be made in Exhibit 10:
custodial costs vs. percentage of warehouse space. If we
disregard buildings with less than 7%-8% warehouse space, we
see that there is a decrease in custodial expenses as storage
space increases. This would be expected since storage space
does not require the same upkeep as office space does. Custo-
dial expense is not a completely "pure" indicator however, as
its costs are based on contracting the work out on a lump sum
basis. The negotiation of the contract would therefore have
an unmeasurable effect on the final costs. If we observe Ex-
hibit 11: custodial costs vs. percentage of admin space, we
see that there is no clear correlation between the two
variables even though we would expect increasing custodial
expenses with increasing percentage of admin space. Even if
the assumption is true, the contractual nature of the cost
prohibits us from verifying it. This graph does indicate
however strong differences in costs. Further research would
indicate whether high costs are due to poor negotiations, or
whether the costs include non-comparable services.
Exhibit 12, gross-to-net vs. electrical expenditure per
square foot shows building PK01 still the only presence in
quadrant 1. The warehouse buildings are now in quadrant 2.
This is expected as warehouse buildings will have a gross-to-
net ratio closer to 1 due to a minimum amount of services.
Above the warehouse buildings, and sitting between quadrant 2
and 3 we find a cloud of buildings, which constitute the ma-
jority of our selection. Until a more specific class name is
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defined, these buildings will be called the "Admin" group. In
quadrant 3 we find four buildings: MK02, MKO1, MET and HUO.
If we compare Exhibit 12 with Exhibit 4: electrical expendi-
ture per square foot vs. density, we observe these four build-
ings did not set themselves apart in Exhibit 4 from the rest
of the Admin buildings group as they do in Exhibit 12.
Through the introduction of the indicator gross-to-net we
flush these buildings out of the Admin-group. We can assume
that their differences are due to larger common spaces: lob-
bies, mechanical rooms, stairwells, corridors, etc. Their
use, however, as observed in the space percentages in Exhibit
5, does not seem different from the rest of the Admin build-
ings. To look for an explanation of these differences we turn
to the "size" indicator.
7. Building size
We now need to check whether building size has a direct cor-
relation to gross-to-net. On the one hand we would expect
economies of scale with respect to services, and on the other
hand the opposite might be the case where larger buildings
need unproportionately bigger lobbies, more elevators and
wider corridors.
We plot gross-to-net to total gross (Exhibit 13). Here
we observe that the buildings above 300,000 square feet are:
MKO2, MKO1, MRO3, PK03, LKG1/2, MR01/2 and MLO. We must dis-
card "building-entities" from this group since they are a con-
glomerate of smaller buildings and their gross is the sum of
several gross square footages and not a true gross square
footage. We will therefore disregard MR01/2 and MLO (which
consists of MLO1 through MLO01)*.
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In Exhibit 13 we can observe several clusters. In
quadrant 3 we see buildings HUO, VRo5, VRo3 and MET. In spite
of their small size, these buildings have a high gross-to-net.
We have discussed HUO already and found it an outlier. We do
not have electrical expenditure information for VRO3 and VRO5
which would allow us to construct a more complete profile on
these buildings. However both these buildings and MET, from
space type information in Exhibit 5, and-density data from Ex-
hibit 7, do not have a profile that would justify such high
gross-to-net. This would lead us to believe that either they
are inefficient or that there is an error in our data that
needs verification.**
These diagnostics also point out building PKO3 as a par-
ticularly efficient building. It is also interesting to
note that MKO2 and MRO3, both owned buildings, were built and
occupied within a month from each other in 1982. This means
they are comparable buildings as far as size, age and also
space types (see Exhibit 5 for data on space types). This
fact would permit us to run comparative studies between the
* This is a consequence of the way we have organized the data
for this research. With some of our queries, it will be nec-
essary to differentiate between building-entities and stand-
alone buildings. When these tests are run on the DSS we have
the option of setting the database to work with building-enti-
ties or with individual buildings independent of their inter-
relationship.
** I stress the accuracy of the data issue, because the em-
phasis on this analysis is not on the specific results but on
demonstrating the process that leads to the creation of rules
for a DSS. Once that is understood, the available accurate
data can be collected and the DSS designed to produce reliable
results.
two buildings using other indicators, (operating costs for
example), and see how their different gross-to-net ratios,
plus other non-equal indicators, affect these costs.
3.5 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Summarizing the results of the diagnostic testing, the
following observations have been made:
1. Building PKO1 is in a class of its own.
2. Buildings NRO2, NRO3, NQO1&2, and NRO4 were classified as
warehouses. NRO2 however, has a strong ADMIN component.
3. Building
justified by
contradicted
4. Building
tradicts its
NQOl&2 has a high electrical expenditure that is
its PRODUCTION major space type percentage but
by its low density.
HYO has a high electricity expenditure that con-
warehouse constituent. It is labeled an outlier.
5. Building NRO1 was found to have 81% of warehouse space
rather than production space as posted in ACTION. It there-
fore would also classify as a warehouse building.
6. NMO is labeled an outlier due to the fact that its posi-
tion as a warehouse in Exhibit 1 contradicts the data in Ex-
hibit 7 that says it has 93% of Admin space.
7. QLO and HUO are labeled outliers due to their positioning
as warehouses contradicting their gross-to-net ratios.
8. MKO2, MKO1, PKO3, LKG1/2 and MRO3 are labeled a subclass
of ADMIN buildings do to their different size.
9. MKO2 is potentially an outlier due to its gross-to-net
ratio.
10. MET is labeled an outlier due to its high gross-to-net
ratio and size combination for an ADMIN building.
11. VRO3 and VR05 are labeled outliers for the time being due
to their gross-to-net ratio, until more data is available on
them.
BUILDING ANALYSIS 2
1. Operating Costs
All the remaining buildings are classified under the label
ADMIN. In order to define subclasses we now focus on Exhibit
9. This exhibit plots electrical expenditure vs. percentage
of warehouse space from 0 to 10%. It permits us to separate
the more "engineering-prone" ADMIN buildings into quadrant 3
and the more "clerical-admin" buildings towards quadrant 2.
Focusing first on quadrant 2, the buildings in that quadrant
which we have not classified yet are:
BUILDING ADMIN COM- STO-
NAME LAB RAGE
BPO3 70.4 0 3.3
NHO 80 0 0
CFO2 75.9 2.3 0.1
MSO1 71.2 2.1 0
DDD 76.4 2 1.6
UPOl 73.1 3.43 0.8
NRO5 52.5 27 0
Clearly all the buildings are very similar with the
exception of NRO5. Therefore NRO5 gets labeled as an outlier,
with the assumption being that there is a data error until
further diagnostics are done. Such low electrical expenditure
with such high computer space percentage can only be explained
by an error or by computer facilities that are not being used.
In both cases managerial action is required. The other possi-
bility is, of course, that an activity that we are not aware
of, occurs in that building*. [After inquiring it was confirm-
ed that the com-lab space in building NRO5 is actually chemis-
try labs which consume much less electricity. This example is
an indication that the major space type definitions need to be
revised in order for the diagnostics to gain accuracy.]
Tracking decreases in electrical consumption through time on a
regular basis could also lead to those findings.
* Management's concern with space hoarding is intensified
when that space is computer space. Low electrical consump-
tions levels coupled with a high percentage of computer space
could be an indicator of such a situation.
The remaining buildings in this group are classified as
strictly ADMIN buildings under 180,000 square feet. The
choice of the specific square footage is arbitrary. It could
be anywhere between 150,000 and 200,000 square feet. In fact,
determining a range rather than a specific cut-off point is
more appropriate. The boundaries of the class will be deter-
mined by the property values of the buildings mapped along the
edge. Further research needs to be done on this subject.
The buildings on the 3rd quadrant do not exhibit such
consistent indicators as those in the 2nd quadrant. As would
be expected, the range of computer space percentage is higher
for this group. Buildings at the bottom of the quadrant spend
less electricity per square foot than those at the top but
that indicator does not exhibit enough consistency with the
computer space percentage indicator to allow us to establish
correlations with other indicators. For this particular clas-
sification it is crucial, in order to detect any subclasses
within the quadrant, to have more precise data on intensity of
computer usage, shifts, peak demand and cost of the Kw-Hr at
each site. This particular instance is a good example of the
continuum aspect of categorization, as discussed at the begin-
ning of the chapter, where clear cut delineations cannot be
observed.
Having defined the class labeled ADMIN, which consists of
six instances, we can now run a comparative test on their ope-
rating costs. The only comparable operating costs for owned
and leased buildings are those costs which will not be includ-
ed in lease agreements. Grounds maintenance, for example, is
many times included in the lease so we.will not include it in
the addition of operating costs. Depreciation, rent and pro-
perty taxes are also non comparable operating costs because
they are determined by the market, and not by efficiency is-
sues. The costs that we will include are: custodial; HVAC,
mechanical and electrical maintenance; building maintenance;
safety; energy management; security; facilities administra-
tion; electrical; and fuel: oil and gas.
BUILDING OPERATING
NAME COSTS
BPO3/4 5.62 $/GSF
NHO 5.6
CFO2 5.68
MSO1 7.3
DDD 5.82
UP01/2 6.77
Assuming the data is accurate, and that the costs are
truly comparable, the results show that the costs of four of
the buildings are within a very narrow range of each other,
and that the two remaining buildings have higher costs. Upon
further research we find that building MSO1, with the highest
costs, used to be a light manufacturing plant, and was
remodeled for office use. This, when followed through, will
give insights into cost-benefit analysis.
It is not unusual for corporations to completely remodel
their facilities when the original use for the building has
changed. With time these changes are forgotten. The build-
ings that have gone through extensive remodeling and have low
efficiencies are many times seen as bad performers rather than
buildings that are performing a duty they originally were not
designed for. This is another example of how the DSS can help
not only in finding low performers, but also in suggesting
policy changes by pointing out probable reasons for low
performance.
Given that all six buildings have been defined as members
of the same class, we have thus implemented our tool to assess
these buildings' comparative costs. These six buildings will
now define the efficiency norms for that class of buildings.
Any newcomer to the class will be measured against the deter-
mined indicator levels. In turn it will influence those lev-
els by providing new information to the class which will be
encoded into new rules.
"What people vaguely call common
sense is actually more intricate
than most of the technical exper-
tise we admire."
Marvin Minsky
CHAPTER FOUR: BUILDING A DSS MODEL
4.1 THE DSS COMPONENTS
In Chapter 1 the concept of real property portfolio management
was discussed. Chapter 2 introduced the subject of our case-
study, the Star Corp, and Chapter 3 discussed a model for de-
signing the proposed DSS. In this chapter we turn towards the
actual implementation of these concepts.
As explained earlier, the expert system is one of several
parts of a DSS. It contains the encoded knowledge, that is,
the expertise that guides the consultation session. The ex-
pert system can be interfaced with applications that manipu-
late data in a way that the expert system cannot do by itself.
A somewhat simplistic but descriptive analogy is to compare a
DSS with the human body, where the brain is the expert system,
and the various applications are the arms and legs. The anal-
ysis in the previous chapter was done using one such applica-
tion, Lotus 1-2-3, a spreadsheet software with graphic capabi-
lities hooked up to a database in this case RMS flat files.
The expert system can be interfaced with any number of
applications, depending on the task. For the type of research
addressed in this thesis, additional interfaces with a statis-
tical package, for example, The Statistical Package for Social
Sciences (SPSS) and with a CAD package would be appropriate.
The statistical package would be used in analyzing multivaria-
te data to track how one variable, say operating costs, cor-
relates with other variables, say building size, location and
gross-to-net ratio.
The CAD package can be of assistance in several ways. On
the one hand, in design related issues the expert system can
comment on the design from a Building Code standpoint. [Re-
search is also being undertaken at The Computer Resource Lab-
oratory, School of Architecture and Planning, MIT, where an
expert system comments on formal design issues, and on struc-
tural matters.] From an inventory standpoint, the CAD system
can contain database type information for each space repre-
sented in the CAD drawing, where a reference ties in the space
with its particular data (also known as the "point system" of
referencing). In this way all the specific descriptive infor-
mation that ACTION lacks, due to its accounting nature, would
be available through the design and construction department
that keeps CAD drawings of corporate facilities. By interfac-
ing the CAD system with the DSS the user would have immediate
access to building specifics. Details such as column grid
dimensions, corridor dimensions, number of staircases in the
building, and so on, which have a direct impact in the gross-
to-net and density ratios, could be analyzed in much greater
depth.
Financial issues could also be monitored. For example,
CRSS Inc., a Houston based AE firm, uses a DSS during the
design phase to calculate space requirements, estimate costs
and then analyze whether they will meet the budget. If they
do not, the DSS suggests ways to reduce expenses. (ENR April
21, 1988). Stone & Webster Engineering Corp. from Boston uses
a DSS that incorporates a spreadsheet, an expert system and an
in-house number crunching program in a risk assessment model
to produce a range curve that shows the probability of the job
exceeding its estimate (ENR, 1988, Mass High Tech, April 11,
1988).
The set of rules programmed into an expert system that
constitute a session is called the "knowledge base." For the
purpose of this thesis, two working demos have been developed.
Each demo illustrates a different type of session. A spread-
sheet has been used for data analysis and graphics, but not
interfaced. The system has been tested on a DIGITAL VAXsta-
tion GPX II. The expert system and the spreadsheet can both
run on IBM AT's and on Apple Mackintoshes. In these two latter
cases however there would be a memory constraint due to the
size of the data, unless the database where to be trimmed down
to a limited number of buildings or the memory extended. The
general rule of thumb is that the software can easily be
transported to other equipment, but the data cannot. Also,
for the purposes of the thesis the DSS was not interfaced di-
rectly with ACTION, but the data was downloaded into TK50
tapes, and then loaded into the standalone workstation. It is
possible, however, to interface the DSS directly with ACTION's
files.
4.2 THE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
An expert system shell (or "tool") by the name of Nexpert Ob-
ject was chosen for this phase of the project. The word
"shell" implies that the software is a "structure" where the
symbolic knowledge will reside. The developer of the expert
system (or "knowledge engineer") uses that framework to orga-
nize the coding of the expertise so that the "inference en-
gine" can manipulate the information. Each expert system
provides different features for manipulating information and
the choice will depend on the nature of the particular appli-
cation.
One of the most salient features of this particular ex-
pert system is its external callable interface that permits
easy integration with other software. For example, Nexpert
can be controlled by an external program. A program can ini-
tialize Nexpert, load a knowledge base, start the inference
engine, interrupt a session or restart it. Nexpert can also
trigger external actions when it reaches a particular conclu-
sion. Being a symbolic processor, Nexpert is not always an
efficient numeric processor, so in the case of complex compu-
tations, Nexpert allows direct links with customized external
routines or math libraries that can perform the operations ef-
ficiently and then return the results-to Nexpert. Nexpert's
interface with the user can also be customized to facilitate
operator data entry. The existing interface is appropriate for
development purposes and, as will be shown, performs quite
well as a regular user interface, however if a custom inter-
face is required, Nexpert integration capabilities facilitate
the connection.
Even though it is not necessary to know its inner work-
ings in order to use the DSS, an understanding of how the sys-
tem operates will be found useful.
Nexpert belongs to the class of tools known as hybrid
systems. In Chapter 3 we discussed how rule-based systems can
follow deductive and inferencing logic reasoning paths. Nex-
pert calls that the reasoning dimension. Hybrid systems have
also a second dimension that allows representation of the
"things" that the rules apply and refer to. This is known as
the representation dimension. This dimension allows us to de-
fine objects and their states. The reasoning dimension, on
the other hand, allows us to establish logical connections
between those objects. By focusing on the interface between
these two dimensions it is possible to effectively encode cer-
tain types of knowledge.
The representation dimension is inhabited by objects,
subobjects, properties, classes and subclasses. An "object"
is an elementary unit of description, it is the building block
of the representation world. Both tangible objects as we know
them in the material realm, and intangible concepts as we know
them in the realm of thoughts, are "objects". In fact, for
the tool, practically everything is an "object". Objects' cha-
racteristics are known as "properties". For example:
"is dog.color"
is the syntax for an object called "dog" that has a property
called "color." Properties, in turn, have "values", and
these can be either numeric, string, boolean or unknown.
If, for example, the dog's color is black (black being the
string value of color) the syntax would read:
"is dog.color black"
where a period (.) separates an object from its property and
a space ( ) separates the object/property from the syntax
argument to its left and the value argument to its right.
A "class" is a collection of "objects" that usually
share some properties or, viewed from another angle, an
object is an instance of one or more classes. For example,
if the object "dog" belongs to the class "animal," then the
condition:
"is <animal>.color black"
signifies:
"is there any "object" in the "class"
animal that has the "property"
color whose "value" is black?
A rule that contains that condition is fired when that
condition is met by the existing circumstances. That is, if
there exists an object (dog) that has the property (color)
with the value (black) within the knowledge base, then the
rule's hypothesis will be proven true. However, if all the
objects present have different properties, or have the same
properties with different values, the rule would not fire
and the hypothesis would be set to false.
With this structure, hierarchical relationships can be
built between objects and classes. An object can also be a
subobject, that is, a part of another object. An example, a
dog is an instance of an animal (object/class relationship),
but a dog's tail is a subobject of dog (subobject/object re-
lationship) rather than an "instance" of dog. Inheritance
patterns can be defined between a class and its objects in
either an "up mode" where the class inherits a property from
one of its objects, or a "down mode" where the object inher-
its some properties from the class to which it belongs. An-
other feature of the system is "pattern matching," where ob-
jects with properties with related values (equal, greater
than, greater or equal than, etc.) are identified and group-
ed together. Finally, a class can be a subclass of another
class. For example the class mammals will be a subclass in
relationship to the class animals.
4.3 THE APPLICATION
The first task towards an application of the DSS is to orga-
nize the data downloaded from ACTION in a way that Nexpert
can understand and, at the same time, to make sure that the
data is compressed in a way that suits our real estate anal-
ysis needs. In Chapter 2 we discussed three ACTION domains
that contain the fields that interest us. They are Group-
history, focusing on the tenant group's characteristics, In-
ventory-history focusing on the cost centers and financial
accounting, and Building-history, focusing on the physical
aspects of the buildings.
For the purposes of this research, all the information
contained in these domains can be divided into two groups.
One group focuses on the buildings themselves: their size,
population, age, location and so on. The other group focus-
es on the major vice-president organizational aspects of the
buildings. The DSS will be used, among other things, to
plan and forecast space needs for each "business" (i.e.,
each MVP). Therefore, there is a need not only to know the
physical details of each building, but also how each busi-
ness uses space, as well as the population details relating
to that business, the location of the buildings owned by
each MVP, and so on. Clearly, we are referring to two
distinct classes or conceptual entities. We will name them
BLD and MVPBLD respectively.
It is important to understand the concept of classes
because it holds the key to efficiently manipulating data.
By creating these two classes we have literally separated
the "space" world from the "accounting" world. They share
some data, but they are conceptually different and we thus
ensure that they stay separate. Groups can also be created
at runtime by pattern-matching objects with similar proper-
ties, but the technique of defining classes allows for a
much more stable grouping. This technique can be applied to
any concept. It doesn't need to be a physical or conceptual
reality, and we might find reasons to create seemingly un-
likely classes in the future that will help us in manipulat-
ing data.
Exhibits 14 and 15 illustrate these two classes graph-
ically. These are portions of the larger trees. In these
exhibits we see objects (drawn as triangles) at the leaf
positions of the trees, where each object represents a dif-
ferent point in time (t1, t2,..tn, where "n" is a quarter of
a fiscal year). The next level above the objects, we find,
in Exhibit 14, a subclass where each subclass represents a
building in the database (BLD "1", BLD "2", etc.), and in
Exhibit 15 a subclass that represents the portion of each
building in the database that a MVP manages (VPBLD 1, VPBLD
2, etc.). Exhibit 15 has an additional subclass above that
level called "MVP" that represents each one of the five
major Vice Presidents in the company (MVP "A", MVP "B", and
so on).
In practical terms, this means that the property SITE,
for example, can be inherited from the two top level classes
all the way down to the bottom level leaves since all ins-
tances and subclasses will have that property. Or, if we
wanted to study a certain building "1" through time, we
would query all the instances of subclass BLD "1" (Exhibit
14). Likewise we could query all subclasses and instances
under a specific subclass MVP (for example MVP "C" in Ex-
hibit 15) and obtain information such as the square footage
managed by that MVP throughout the corporation. This way of
organizing the data will permit us to do pattern-matching
and searching across the tree with great flexibility.
Searches can be done either in a depth-first manner, where
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BLD "1" BLD "3" BLD "4"D
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CLASS
MVPBLD
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VPBLD1 VPBLD 2 VPBLD 1 VPBLD 2 VPBLD1 VPBLD 2
t3 t2
ti m
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the query is directed vertically into a particular section
of the tree, or in a breadth-first manner, where the whole
tree can be queried horizontally a layer at a time.
Exhibits 16 and 17 show the format of the data files
after they have been translated from ACTION's format. This
translation allows Nexpert's external interface to under-
stand ACTION's data and to generate objects from it. Ex-
hibit 16 is a partial list of objects (i.e., buildings) in
class BLD and their properties. Notice that there is one
object per building. For example BPO-02 4 87 is the object
corresponding to building BPO-02 in the fourth quarter of
fiscal year 1987. Exhibit 17, which is a partial list of
class MVP BLD, shows the same buildings, but there is more
than one object per building. BPO-02, for example, is
divided into four objects. In fact, in the class MVPBLD as
many objects have been created per building as there are
"businesses" residing in the building. As explained before,
each object in the class MVP BLD represents only the portion
of a building held by one MVP.
The "properties" in these exhibits are related to the
"fields" in ACTION. There are a several differences between
these two concepts, however. One difference is that, due to
Nexpert's object-oriented logic, it was necessary to both
redefine some of the elements in ACTION and to create new
elements in other cases. This will be explained in more de-
tail below. Another difference is that with the kind of
format shown in Exhibits 16 and 17, it is very simple to add
a property to an object, whereas in ACTION that can only be
done through a complex mechanism. An example of properties
that have been added are age and elecexp (electrical expen-
ses), which were added to the BLD properties (Exhibit 16).
Neither of these fields exists in ACTION.
EXHIBIT 16
BLD-->DPO-01_4_87
.QTR=4
* FY=87
* SITE=BPO-01
* OL=O
* CLUS =M20
* CORR=120
* STATE=MA
* GA=46600
* IGA=46600
.NET=39749
* POP=197
* OCCUP=01-NOV-1976
.AGE=12
.ADMIN=66. 3
* COMLAB=15 .1
* PROD=0
. STORAGE=1. 3
* SUPPORT=2. 5
* ELECEXP=2.8
BLD-->BPO-02 4 87
* QTR=4
* FY=87
* SITE=BPO-02
* OL=L
* CLUS=M20
* CORR=120
* STATE=MA
* GA=18248
* IGA=17648
.NET=13 537
* POP=38
.RENT=11633
* OCCUP=01-APR-1985
.AGE=3
.ADMIN=38 .9
* COMLAB=23 .9
* PROD=O
* STORAGE=9 .9
* SUPPORT=4
* ELECEXP=2. 49
* LED=31-MAR-1989
* LND=01-NOV-1987
BLD-->BPO-03 4 87
* QTR=4
* FY=87
* SITE=BPO-03
* OL=L
* CLUS=M20
* CORR=120
* STATE=MA
* GA= 14283
* IGA=14 025
.NET=10785
* POP=59
.RENT=8752
* OCCUP=01-APR-1985
.AGE=3
.ADMIN=70 .4
* COMLAB=0
Class BLD
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EXHIBIT 17
Class MVPBLD
.NET=39749
. POP=185
MVP BLD-->BPO-01_4_87_6
.QTR=4
.FY=87
.SITE=BPO-01
. MVP=JS
.PoP=1
MVP BLD-->BPO-02 4 87 1
.QTR=4
. FY=87
.SITE=BPO-02
. MVP=CA
. POP=2
MVP BLD-->BPO-02 4 87 2
.QTR=4
.FY=87
.SITE=BPO-02
. MVP=C S
. PoP=1
MVP BLD-->BPO-02 4 87 3
.QTR=4
.FY=87
.SITE=BPO-02
. MVP=EK
. GA=18 2 48
. IGA=17648
.NET=13537
.PoP=33
MVP BLD-->BPO-02 4 87 4
.QTR=4
.FY=87
.SITE=BPO-02
. MVP=JS
. POP=2
MVP BLD-->BPO-03 4 87 1
. QTR=I
.FY=87
.SITE=BPO-03
. MVP=JO
. POP=1
MVP BLD-->BPO-03 4 87 2
.QTR=4
. FY=87
.SITE=BPO-03
. MVP=JS
.POP=33
MVP BLD-->BPO-03 4 87 3
.QTR=4
.FY=87
.SITE=BPO-03
.MVP=JS
.GA=14283
. IGA=14025
Exhibits 18 and 19 show this same information once it
has been received and translated by Nexpert. Exhibit 18
shows the object network focused on object (or building)
BPO-02_4_87, a member of class BLD, and Exhibit 19 shows the
same network but now focused on class MVP BLD. These ex-
hibits show Nexpert's focusing versatility as well as its
graphic capabilities. In the Object Editor (Exhibit 20),
the user can customize the object by specifying its charac-
teristics, that is, the properties and their values, the
classes or subclasses the object belongs to, the inheritance
patterns, and so on. The properties seen at the bottom of
that exhibit are available for manipulation by the user
through a scrolling interface mechanism which cannot be
shown in the hardcopy exhibit.
For research purposes we will need additional proper-
ties that ACTION does not track. Some can be added by the
user, as explained above, and others can be calculated by
Nexpert from the data it received from ACTION. Density and
gross/net are two such ratios that Nexpert can calculate
when it initializes an object. Nexpert permits this calcu-
lation to be easily automated. Other properties that will
be useful are a "flag" that has a numerical value, and a
"comments" that has a string value. The purpose of creating
these properties is to allow the user to change their values
when an object (i.e., building) is selected or manipulated
in any way by the system. For example, if it is determined
by the expert system that a building has high electrical o-
perating costs as compared to others, that building's "flag"
value can be changed from 0 to 1 when that determination is
made, and its "comments" property's value can be changed
from "unknown" to "expensive-electric." Later,. the system
can be queried for all buildings with a certain flag value
(in this case 1) and/or for a certain comments value (in
OBJECT NETWORK
(+)8PO-02_4.87
EXHIBIT 18
support = 4. 00
prod = 0. 00
comlab = 23,90
max = Unknown
/qtr = 4.00
/fy = 87.00
/lnd = 01-NOV-1987
/led = 31-MAR-1989
/occup 01-APR-1985
/rent 11633.00
,pop = 38.00
eiga = 17648.00
-state =A
-corr 120
-clus M20
'o1 L
reg Unknown
site BPO-02
net 13537.00
'elecexp = 2,49
age = 3,00
comments Unknown
storage 9,90
kadmin = 38.90
ga = 18248.00
ganet 1.35
flagga 0.00
density 480.21
fles; = Unknown
EXHIBIT 19
OBJECT NETWORK
-site Unknown
-mvp = Unknown
group = Unknown
ga = Unknown
iga = Unknown
net = Unknown
pop = Unknown
fy = Unknown
qtr = Unknown
mvp_bld
EXHIBIT 20
OBJECT EDITOR
New Modifgj Cop!J Delete Quit
I I r
Ne (+)BPO-02_4_87
ab
cd
ef
gh
i
kl
mn
op
qr
st
uv
,1
yz
IClasses
SubObjects
Properties support 4.00
prod 0.00
comlab 23.90
max Unknown
A fhfi
fy 87.00
Ind 01-NOV-1987 -
(bld
1 MA
m<..Moo..nono
this case "expensive-electric") and the buildings with pro-
perties with those values will be selected. Since the flag
value is numeric, it can be subjected to arithmetic opera-
tions and can be set to work as a counter, which helps to
keep track of the number of times a building has been se-
lected. The "comments" property, which has a string value,
carries a descriptive capability that a numeric value does
not, making the building more easily identifiable. Nexpert
has a "reset" mechanism that, when activated, resets a pro-
perty's value back to "unknown." This permits the user to
start from a "clean slate" at any stage in the process and
give a property a new value.
4.4 THE KNOWLEDGE BASES
The value of the expert system as envisioned in this thesis
is twofold. On the one hand, the goal is to make available
to the user the expertise he or she does not have. In this
case the user should be provided with a knowledge base that
leads the user through the process without requiring too
much of his or her input. On the other hand, the goal is to
allow the user to define the limits of the inquiry, and to
have the user guide the DSS through the queries that he or
she is interested in. Both aspects are important, and are
not at odds with each other. The issue at stake is the
degree of user's control during the process.
In a fully developed system, the user would be initial-
ly asked by a top menu what queries he or she is interested
in pursuing. This eliminates the problem of the user needing
to know what knowledge base (KB) to load, or needing to know
how to load a KB. Nexpert has a load action in the right
hand side of the rules that would load the appropriate know-
ledge base once the user has made a choice. This feature
can be used extensively as the session progresses, with the
system itself loading KBs in order to pursue certain reason-
ing paths. A caveat is in order: Although the following re-
mark might seem obvious, common misconceptions with AI tools
make it necessary to point out that systems such as a DSS do
not create new decision options, but simply point out facts
and issues that have been previously fed into them. It is
therefore fundamental to understand that the tool is only as
good as the information that went into it during develop-
ment. Even though the tool offers vast possibilities as an
aide to management, unless there is the research and the ex-
pertise to back up the claims of its potential, the tool is
nothing else than a "good idea."
1. Vacancies.kb
In the daily managing of a corporate real estate division
there will be some standard queries that do not require
extensive interaction with the user. One of the two know-
ledge bases designed for this research, VACANCIES.KB is of
that kind. By programming the observations described in
Chapter 3, the VACANCIES.KB will show administrative build-
ings with high vacancy levels. The threshold levels used
can be changed by a user with relatively little computer
knowledge. It is also possible to design the same knowledge
base with complete flexibility, so that the user does not
need to change the knowledge base at all, but simply needs
to input the threshold levels when prompted. The second
knowledge base that has been designed is of that kind. A
caveat on this issue: since usually there is a tradeoff be-
tween flexibility and performance it is good to remember not
to build in flexibility where it is not likely to be needed.
VACANCIES.KB searches for all the buildings in the
database with densities lower than 380 square feet per
100
person. Exhibit 21 lists the rules that make up that
knowledge base. It:
1. identifies warehouse buildings (rule 20);
2. identifies admin buildings (rule 14);
3. identifies potential database input errors through
verification of contradictory indicators (rule 16);
4. checks that the gross-to-net ratios of buildings in a
class are within specified ranges, and then proceeds to
identify the outliers (rule 11);
5. checks buildings' ages to ensure that their vacancy is
not a result of recent acquisition or lease (rule 12).
Exhibit 22 shows the "rules overview" or the logic tree.
We see that each one of the hypotheses at point "A" has a
series of five previous rules to its left that must be true in
order for the hypothesis to be true. Once each one of those
independent queries has been processed, the inference engine
continues to process the remaining rules to the right of "A."
From then on the rules are "chained," and in order for any one
rule to fire, the previous rule must be true. To the left of
"A" that is not the case. Only one chain of rules needs to be
true for the inference engine to continue processing. This
exemplifies the difference between OR conditions to the left
of "A" and AND conditions to the right of "A."
The VACANCIES.KB knowledge base is meant to be used by a
manager who needs to quickly identify buildings according to a
predetermined vacancy threshold. The interface with the user
is seen in Exhibit 23, which is the introductory screen and
Exhibit 24, the Description screen. Exhibit 25A shows a win-
dow that suggests to the user to check for data labeling er-
rors. It also refers the user to the conclusions window,
(Exhibit 25B) where the buildings in question have been sin-
gled out. Exhibit 26 refers to the goal of this knowledge
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RULE
If
Rule I
there is evidence of go
And (Ibldv).density is greater than or equal to 380.00
Then bldqs_withdengreater 3dU
is confirmed.
And (Ibldl>.flagga+1 is assigned to (qbld).rlagga
RULE
If
Rule 2
there is evidence of
And <bldl).flaqqa i
And (Ibldl).qanet is
Arid (Ibldl).density
Then buildingsinitialized
is confirmed.
riles are loaded
greater than or equal to 0.00
greater than or equal to 0.00
s greater than or equal to 0.00
RULE
If
Rule 3
there is evidence of Is space _inefficient'?
Then exceptions
is confirmed.
RULE Rule 4
If
there is evidence of warehouses identified
Then exceptions
is confirmed.
RULE
If
Rule 5
there is evidence or spaceder error
Tlien exceptions
is confirmed.
RULE Rule 6
if
there is evidence of newbuilding
Then exceptions
is confirmed.
RULE
If
Rule 2
<qblil>.flagga is less
And (<bidI>.elecexp is
Then exceptions
is cunfirmed.
fnd (IbldI).comments i
than 1 .00
qreater than 5.00
s set to quadranti
RULE Rule 8
If
there is no evidence or are riles loaded
Then files are loaded
is confirmed.
And Execute load(
And show are riles loaded
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EXHIBIT 21
RULE
If
Ex. 21, cont.Rule 15
there is evidence of exceptions
And (Dlbal>.fiaqga is greater than or equal to 1.00
And (lbldl).comments is UNKNOWN
Then show unselected
is confirmed.
And (lbidl>.comments is set to high__vacancy?
RULE Rule 16
It
there is evidence or bldqs wi h_den greater. 300
And (Ibidi).rlaqqa is greater than or equal to 1.0o
And (Ibldl).comments is UNKNOWN
And (Ibldl>.storage is less than 30.00
And (Ibldl>.ganet is less than or equal to 1.1t
Then space_deferror
is confirmed.
And (lbldl).comments is set to checkspacedef
And Show remark2
RULE
If
Rule 17
there is evidence of buildings-initialized
And welcome.prompt is no
Then stop
is confirmed.
RULE
If
Rule 18
there is evidence of
And continue.further
Then stop
is confirmed.
RULE
ir
vacant adminbl dgs?
is no
Rule 19
there is evidence of snow unselected
And (jbldl?.comnients is not UNKNOWN
And (IbIdj).comments is high _vacancy?
Aria (IbldL).admin is greater than or equal to 45.00
Then vacantadminbldgs?
is confirmed.
And Reset (ibldl>.comments
And ( bidi >.comments is set to vacant admin
And Show remark3
RULE
If
Rule 20
there is evidence of
And <bl l>.flaqga i
And (Ibldl>.storage
And (Ibldl.ganet is
Then warehouses identitied
is confirmea.
And (Ibldl>.flaqga+l
Arid (iDldl).comments
And Show remarkl
bldgs _withden greater _360
precisely equal to 1.00
s greater than or equal to
less than or equal to i.1b
assigned to (lbldl).flagga
set to warehouse
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Ex. 21, cont.
there is evidence of buildings-initialized
And welcome.prompt is yes
is confirmed.
And Show DESCRIPTION
RULE
If
Rule 10
there is evidence of
And (Ibldl).commraents
And (Ibldi).ga is les
And (fbld>.qanet is
Then highganetsmallsize
is confirmed.
And Show remark5
RULE
It
quad2_adminbldgs
is ADMINBUILDINGSY
s than 200000.00
greater than 1.31
Rule 11
there is evidence of bldqs_with den greater 380
And (Ibldj>.flaqqa is greater than or equal to 1.00
And (Ibidl>.comments is UNKNOWN
And (Ibldj).storaqe is qreater than 30.00
And (Ibldl).qanet is greater than 1.16
Then Is _space inefficient ?
is confirmed.
And (tbldi>.comments is set to check for inetficient space
RULE
If
Rule 12
there is evidence of bldgswithden greater_38
And (jbldj).flagga is greater than or equal to
And (Ibldl>.comments is UNKNOWN
And <Ibldl>.age is less than or equal to 1.00
Then newbuilding
is confirmed.
And (Jbldl>.comments is set to buildingis new
RULE
It
0
1.00
Rule 13
there is evidence of quadrant2_selected
And (bldL>.commernts is quadrant2
And (<bldl).admin is greater than or equal to 50.00
Then quad2 admin bloqs
is contiried.
aind Reset (jbldt).comments
And (Ibldl.cumments is set to admin _buildings?
And Sliow remark4
RULE
if
Rule l4
there is evidence or vacant
And continue.turthler is yes
And (lbldI).tlaqqa is less
And (Lblad>.elecexp is less
Then quadrant2_selected
is confirmed.
And (Ibldl>.comments is set
And Show DESCRIPTION_ 1104
_adminldqEs
than 1.00
than b.00
to quadrant2
Rule 9RULE
I t
Then go
EXHIBIT 22
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RULES OVERVIEUJ
"A ensaae
C~a e
C=Fe
"e m ema
EXHIBIT 23
SESSION CONTROL
WELCOME TOLAPSTAR's DSS. WOULD YOU LIKE TO FIND
BUILDINGS WITH HIGH UACANCY LEUELS?
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EXHIBIT 24
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APROPOS
THIS KNOWLEDGE BASE SEARCHES FOR BUILDINGS WITH
DENSITIES LOWER THAN 380 GROSS SQ FT PER PERSON.
DURING THE SEARCH IT WILL:
1. IDENTIFY STORAGE FACILITIES,
2. IDENTIFY ADMIN BUILDINGS,
3. POINT OUT ANY POTENTIAL DATA ERRORS,
4. CHECK THE AGE OF THE FACILITIES TO ASSURE THAT
THEIR DENSITY LEVEL IS NOT A FUNCTION OF AGE,
5. IDENTIFY STORAGE FACILITIES WITH HIGH GROSS
TO NET RATIO FOR POTENTIAL INEFFICIENCIES.
Please CLICK mouse on "Close" to continue.
Close Keep Continue
EXHIBIT 25
exhibit 25A
CONCLUSIONS I
NRO-01_4_87, NM-01_4_87,
MLO-10_4_87, MLO-02_4_87
Rule 16 is fired,
space-deferror is already
known as true
Rule 3 is fired.
Is.spaceinefficient? is
confirmed
Level 1 list of bld:
NRO-02_4_87, MLO-07_4_87
Rule 11 is fired.
Is-spaceinefficient? is
already known as true
Rule 6 is fired.
newbuilding is confirmed
Li
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exhibit 25B
EXHIBIT 26
Level 1 list of bld:
MLO-12_4_87,r HUO-Oi_4_87,r
MRO-01_4_87,V MLO-01_4_87,
UPO-02_4_87, MOO-01_4_87,
QLO-01_4_87, MLO-04_4_87,
MLO-6B_4_87, MLO-22_4_87
IRule 19 is fired.
vacantadminbldgs? is
already known as true
showunselected is confirmed
Level 1 list of bld:
BPO-02_4_87, HUO-01_4_87,
MRO-01_4_87, MLO-01_4_87,
UPO-02_4_87, MOO-01_4_87,
QLO-01_4_87, MLO-04_4_87,
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exhibit 26A
exhibit 26B
APROPOS
THE ADMIN BUILDINGS SHOWN AT THE TOP OF THE
CONCLUSIONS WINDOW HAVE DENSITY LEVELS LOWER
THAN 380 GROSS SQ FT PER PERSON.
THEY ARE NOT NEW BUILDINGS.
THEIR ADMIN SPACE IS A MINIMUM OF 45%.
D.S.S. SUGGESTION:
CHECK FOR REASONS FOR SUCH HIGH VACANCY LEVELS.
Close Keep Continue
base, with a description window (Exhibit 26A) explaining the
results that appear in the conclusions window (Exhibit 26B).
After that has been determined, the screen in Exhibit 27 asks
the user whether he or she wants to continue and explore other
indicators of the selected buildings.
2. Sort action.kb
The SORTACTION.KB knowledge base is an example of a more
interactive KB where the user is prompted for instructions.
The purpose of developing this KB was to test a looping in-
teraction with the user where the user is allowed to redefine
the parameters as many times as necessary while sorting the
database into continuously smaller ranges. Unlike the VACAN-
CIES.KB, SORT ACTION.KB does not have any expertise coded into
it. Its objective is to provide a sophisticated database man-
ager that upgrades ACTION's capabilities. As such it can be
called a database manager with "intelligent menus." Of
course, these two KBs could be integrated. The initial part
of a session could be initiated with a database manager type
interface and, once the sorting has been done, the rules with
the expertise would be put on the inference engine's agenda.
SORTACTION.KB limits its sorting to three parameters:
gross square feet, population, and age. It is made up of 51
rules. Exhibit 28 shows the first screen where the user is
told what the KB is about (Ex. 28A), and the following screen
where the user is asked to choose between one of the three
sorts (Ex. 28B). Once a parameter has been chosen the expert
system will prompt the user for the range (Exhibit 29), i.e.,
the minimum and maximum values of the profile. If a building
exists within that range, a screen will appear (Exhibit 30)
that points towards the conclusion window, where the names of
the selected buildings are listed. At that point the system
will ask the user whether he or she wishes to further sort the
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EXHIBIT 27
SESSION CONTROL
WOULD YOU LIKE TO CONTINUE?
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EXHIBIT 28
exhibit 28A
exhibit 28B
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EXHIBIT 29
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EXHIBIT 30
APROPOS
PLEASE LOOK IN THE CONCLUSIONS WINDOW
FOR YOUR SELECTION OF BUILDINGS,
CONCLUSIONS
LRule 15 is fired.GROSSCHOSEN is alreadyknown as trueobservationI is confirmed
Level I list of bld:
BPO-01_4_87, MLO-ii_4_87,
VRO-05_4_87, VRO-03_4_87,
UPO-02_4_87, UPO-O1_4_87,
MLO-12_4_87, MLO-2i_4_87,
PKO-02_4_87, CFO-01_4_87,
CFO-02_4_87, MOO-01_4_87,
HYO-01_4_87, IND-01_4_87,
LMO-04_4_87, MLO-08_4_87,
NMO-01_4_87, MLO-04_4_87
Rule 30 is fired.
Keep
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EXHIBIT 31
SESSION CONTROL
WOULD YOU LIKE TO FURTHER SORT YOUR BUILDING SELECTION?
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selection (Exhibit 31) and if so it allows the user to chose
another sorting parameter or another set of values for the
same parameter. If no buildings were found, a message will
appear explaining why. The present version of the KB has er-
ror messages to account for the user selecting too high a
range (Exhibit 32) and to low a range. A subsequent version
of the KB would also include rules to account for ranges that
are too narrow in scope (i.e., not wide enough to find any
buildings) and for user input errors such as a maximum value
being smaller than a minimum value, or viceversa. After an
error message appears, the user is prompted to determine if he
or she would like to continue, and if so the system allows the
user to make another choice to change the previous thresholds.
The KB is designed to loop constantly, allowing the user
to narrow down the sort until no more buildings are found or
until the user decides to interrupt the looping. This clearly
is a feature ACTION does not have since in' ACTION each query
is separate from each other and there is no building-up of in-
formation. The only caveat is, as mentioned before, that due
to the continuous looping and the great amount of possible
reasoning paths for the inference engine to follow, the system
slows down as more sorting parameters are added.
This is not an insurmountable problem since there are
ways of minimizing runtime, but it should not be ignored
either. One of the ways of minimizing runtime is to create
"chunks of rules" or "knowledge islands" where a reduced
number of parameters are interwoven into one unit. When there
is a need for additional parameters for sorting, the inference
engine jumps to another "island" inhabited by another small
number of parameters. In this way there is a reduction of
paths but not a reduction of parameters. The limitation is
that a decision has to be made as to which parameters will be
integrated together in a knowledge island, and once that gets
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EXHIBIT 32
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APROPOS
NO BUILDING SELECTION HAS BEEN MADE
ALL THE BUILDINGS IN THE DATABASE HAVE
A SMALLER POPULATION THAN THE MINIMUM
POPULATION YOU SPECIFIED FOR A RANGE.
Close Keep Continue
EXHIBIT 33
?
r. 13 7
r a
at?
rt. 12 
-
r,14 E
Egoal *
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RULES OVERVIEW
decided it remains fixed. This is a compromise since there is
added performance with loss of flexibility. The actual appli-
cation will determine the best alternative to use.
Appendices 6 and 7 show the list of rules and the complete
transcript of a session. Exhibit 33 shows the rules overview.
Exhibit 34 shows a section of the rule network. An added
advantage of this KB specifically and the DSS in general is
that the user does not need to have any knowledge of the soft-
ware in order to use it. One of the problems with ACTION is
that it is not very user friendly and in order to access the
database, the user needs to be trained. With Nexpert, in this
type of applications, there is hardly any training necessary.
A Reminder
Something that has not been mentioned yet is that above all
the DSS is a tool for thinking. The amount of work that goes
into designing the KB involves extensive sessions with the
experts. That becomes an opportunity for new ideas and for
becoming aware of issues that have been taken for granted. As
well, the DSS once implemented, will continuously keep bring-
ing up issues for the user that have not been fully resolved
in the past. The DSS makes it difficult "to leave things for
later", becoming, in a sense, a subservient tool and a task
master at the same time.
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RULE NETUJORK
(Ibldi.flagga = 0.00 Yes further.question
ga-maximum-gross.limit <= 0.00 r.30 =>Reset further.question
ga-minimum-gross.limit >= 0.00 =>Reset maximum-e.LIMIT r.26?
IBLDlI>. flagga+1 <lbldl>.flagga =>Reset minimumage.LIMI=>Re 
set 
STR.EI
Yes gross-ok - T >ResIet START.DECIDE
<lbldI>. flagga <> 0.00 >
.ga-maximum-gross.limit <= 0.00 :o r .29Ye ntir
.ga-minimum-gross. limit >= 0.00 =>ShYe be tioni
>estBLmu>.mlagga+m abldlg.flagga ?
Yes hurdle_1 v---r. 18e
Yes hurdle_2 1--r, 7
Yes observationi
=>Show notei
Yes go
START.DECIDE Is GROSSSQFT
MINIMUMGROSS.LIMIT >= 0.00
MAXIMUMGROSS.LIMIT > 0.00
Yes hurdle-pop_1
Yes hurdle-pop_2
Yes POP
dI . flagga = 0. 00
.pop-maximum-pop.limit <= 0.00
>.pop-minimum-pop.limit >= 0.00
<IBLDI>.flagga+1 <bldl>.flagga
Yes gross-return E
Yes further.question ?
=>Reset further.question ?
=>Reset MINIMUM.GROSS. LIMIT t? . 28V
>Reset MAXIMUMGROSS. LIMIT
=>Reset START.DECIDE?
=>Do START.DECIDE START.DECIDE ?
'iiII2r. 15 No GROSSCHOSEN
Yes gross-ok
=>Show message2
>Reset MAXIMUMGROSS. LIMIT r.49?
~r.164
=>Reset MINIMUMGROSS. LIMIT ?
=>Reset gross-ok ?
=>Reset START.DECIDE ?
kV--r. 37 Yes pop-return W
Yes further.question
Er . 3 8
=>Reset further.question ?
>Reset minimum-pop.LIMIT ?7 r .27
=>Reset maximum-pop. LIMIT ?
=>Reset START.DECIDE
=>Do START.DECIDE START.DECIDE r,
r
7 r.33g
.9
Yes observation3 36 V
r. 36 W
=>Show notei
No pop-chosen
RULE NETWORK
RULES OVERVIEW
CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION
When this research project began there was a need at the real
estate division of the Star Corp. for a metric system that
assisted in evaluating asset performance. At the time, effi-
ciency measurements were done across sections of the portfolio
by averaging indicators. These measurements did not take
building-specific and local differences into consideration.
The result therefore, was not a metric that could yield useful
information on building's efficiency for management assess-
ment, but rather, the averages gave an overall picture of the
area under scrutiny without identifying the component parts.
The averages were computed over such a vast spectrum of build-
ings that the specifics were lost in the process. Several at-
tempts at classification had already been carried-out in the
past with relative success; the many variables involved seemed
to elude packaging buildings into a comprehensive grouping
system.
When the author set himself to establish a metric system
that took those differences into consideration, he made two
initial assumptions. First, that buildings can be classified
into well-defined, stable groups, and second, that it is
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possible to quantify efficiency by generating a formula whose
variables are the performance indicators. As the research
progressed, it became evident that there are no fixed building
classes, but mostly circumstantial temporary groupings. As a
result, the focus of the research shifted away from classifi-
cation and towards establishing a norm between buildings for
comparison purposes. It also became clear that the generation
of a formula was perhaps theoretically possible, but that in
practice the complexities of the issues involved would not al-
low it. Non-quantifiable variables such as market forces and
policy-related issues, both important components of efficien-
cy, encumber that kind of analysis. The viable alternative
was then to analyze the complex interrelationship of the indi-
cators by dissecting and looking first at the components sepa-
rately. Once an understanding has been developed of each of
the indicators and their relationship to one another on a one-
to-one basis, then more complex relationships can be introduc-
ed.' This technique enables the analyst to become familiar in
more detail with the issues that govern portfolio efficiency.
As the analysis progresses buildings are singled-out for fur-
ther inspection within a specific performance aspect. In a
sense, the technique is an "outlier trap" as well as an ana-
lytical thinking aide.
In summary, this thesis offers a methodology for studying
the many variables that determine building efficiency. This
same methodology can be applied to other fields within RPPM,
so that eventually the whole field's efficiency can be studied
as a function of operational, financial and organizational va-
riables.
As such, the thesis sets the stage for further work.
These analyses were done with only two additional fields to
the ACTION database, age and electrical expenditure. This
initial research can be expanded in the following two
diretions: 1. a more in-depth study of the electrical
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consumption indicator, and 2. additions to ACTION.
1. Electrical consumption indicator
The electrical indicator used in Chapter 3 was total electri-
cal expenditure per square foot. This indicator does not take
price differences between locations into consideration. An
in-depth study which takes price, peak demand and total demand
into consideration is warranted. The analysis of this indica-
tor should give clues as to specific differences between
buildings that otherwise would seem similar. It should also
cast more light into "business" profiles as well as into the
characteristics of each of the major space types. The author
believes that electrical consumption indicators hold important
clues for this research. In addition, similar indicator-ra-
tios as those used, but "per person" instead of "per square
foot," will add a "density" dimension to the parameter.
A caveat: energy consumption has become an extremely
pertinent topic for corporations in general, and for corpo-
rations located in the Northeastern United States in particu-
lar. The producers of energy have become increasingly unable
to match regional energy consumption requirements (The Boston
Globe, April 27,1988). Research that helps to understand
building's energy consumption patterns will yield important
consequences. As an example, the Star Corporation's Energy
Conservation Department has initiated an investment program
that encourages in-house energy savings. Appendix 8 shows
that $0.5 million dollars investment spread among 7 facilities
will yield a $430,000 dollars savings per year. The indicator
analysis would help identify buildings that could benefit from
this program.
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2. Additions to "ACTION"
Any supplemental data will enhance the research's analy-
sis capabilities. Some of the areas to focus on are for
potential integration with ACTION are:
a. An interface with Personnel's "employee by government code
classification" database. This information will assist in
determining the building and business profiles. Correlations
between these and other indicators should be sought and anal-
yzed, specifically with the employee "wage class" field that
already exists in ACTION.
b. an interface with the real estate development division's
CAD system, seeking to provide additional data to ACTION that
already exists in a corporate database.
c. Adding a "work shifts" field to ACTION and correlating it
to other indicators such as operating costs per hour.
d. implementing the initialization of the "Max Offices" field,
and using it in combination with the density factor (square
feet per person) for vacancy analysis. (It has been discussed
in Chapter 3 how the density factor by itself lacked accura-
cy.) Another factor, the "certificate of occupancy" issued by
the local building inspection authorities, can provide addi-
tional information on buildings' capacity. All three parame-
ters can be integrated to yield more accurate profiles.
e. seeking ways of including temporary personnel and contrac-
tors headcount per building to gain accuracy in total popula-
tion data.
f. the indicator analysis discussed in Chapter 3 showed that
there might be some errors in the major space type labeling
(for example "storage" and "production" spaces were labeled
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erroneously). If the indicator analysis relies heavily on
that information, its accuracy must be ensured. This should
be kept in mind throughout the research to see whether addi-
tional major space types are needed for accuracy. In addi-
tion, the way the major space types are measured should be
analyzed to see whether there is consistency throughout the
portfolio.
g. each building or building cluster has a "Building Services"
cost center that tracks the building's operating costs in a
"cost center expense report". Some of the accounts in that
expense report are useful information for the proposed re-
search. Two studies should be undertaken to this effect. The
first is to see whether that information can be interfaced
with ACTION, and the second is to see whether it is possible
to modify some of the accounts. (An example, "heat, light and
power" is a single entry in the expense report, if the infor-
mation in that account is separated into its three components,
it could be used for performance analysis.)
POLICY ISSUES AT THE STAR CORPORATION
It has been pointed out earlier that the main ingredients for
RPPM already exist in most corporations. Whether RPPM gets
implemented or not is strictly a management decision. If the
corporate real estate division is a cost center rather than a
profit center, the emphasis will be on savings rather than
profits. Research within that framework tends to be seen as a
luxury item rather than a necessity. Usually expensive mis-
takes have to be committed before that attitude can change.
A corporate division whose emphasis is strictly on sav-
ings will most probably have low visibility within the corpo-
ration. The corporate divisions with high visibility will be
those involved in "creative" enterprises, where resources are
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consciously and purposefully allocated in order to generate
income producing products. If the attitude towards corporate
real estate is to change, attention needs to be drawn towards
corporate real estate's value and profit potential. For that
to happen the potential needs to be measured and evaluated so
that it can be understood by the decision-making entities.
Today that is not yet possible in most corporations. Real
estate divisions are mostly handling assets they do not fully
understand, let alone control. Understanding will develop
through study and research. For that to happen resources need
to be allocated. This constitutes a vicious circle which in
the past has been sustained by corporate real estate's image
as a low-key janitorial and maintenance function.
At the Star Corp., due to its particular corporate envi-
ronment, there exists an additional hurdle: that the responsi-
bilities over the real estate are greatly fragmented. That
limits both resource commitment and policy implementation. In
addition, the focus of the company is so strongly directed to-
wards engineering that the "we are not in the real estate
business" attitude strongly prevails. On the other hand, the
positive side of that fact is that there is great respect
within the corporation for analytical reasoning and for the
development of analytical tools. Moreover, there exists the
potential for consensus and cooperation. These observations
have lead the author to believe that an effort towards rally-
ing the various real estate components of the company around a
common research goal could be highly effective and productive.
In order for that to happen the real estate management needs
to be convinced that such a goal is possible and highly desir-
able, and inspired to act towards its realization.
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APPENDIX 1
SITE
BLDG
DESCRIPTION
BLDG
CLASS
BP 0
BPO
BPO
BPO
CFO
CEO
HUO
HYO
IN E
L KG
LKG
LMO
LMO
MET
1i K 0
MLO
MLO
MLO
MLO
M~ L 0
'i L 0MLOMLO
MLO
MLO
MLO
MLO
MLO
MLO
MLO
MLO
MLO
MOO
MROMRO
MRO
MSO
N HO
NMO
NQO
. R 0
NRO
NRO
NRO
NRONRO
P 9 0
PNRON. L 0
PKO
PRO
UPKO
MARLBORO, MA, GIA MEG AND ENGINEERING
MARLBORO, MA, APPLIED MFG TECHNOLOGY
MARLBORO, MA, FAR EAST SUPPORT
MARLBORO, MA, ADVANCED SYS/APPL MFG TECH
CONCORD, MA, PBLC RELATNS & ADVERTISING
CONCORD, MA, REV ACC/TRNG/EMP/INT AUDIT
NASHUA, NH, PERIPHERALS & SUPPLIES GRP
HUDSON, MA, MEDICAL SYSTEMS GROUP
SOUTHBORO, MA, APPLICATIONS PRODUCT BUS
MARLBORO, MA, TECHNOLOGY CENTER
LITTLETON, MA, NETWORK & COMM ENGR
MARLBORO, MA, LSI ACQUISITION I TEST GRP
MARLBORO, MA, LSI ACQUISITION & TEST GRP
MERRIMACK, NH, PLANT
MERRIMACK, NH, PLANT
MAYNARD, MA, ENGR/MFG/CORP HDQRTRS
MAYNARD, MA, ENGR/MFG/CORP HDQRTRS
MAYNARD, MA, ENGR/MFG/CORP HDQRTRS
MAYNARD, MA, ENGR/MFG/CORP HDQRTRS
MAYNARD, MA, ENGR/MFG/CORP HDQRTRS
MAYNARD, MA, ENGR/MFG/CORP HDORTRS
MAYNARD, MA, ENGR/MFG/CORP HDQRTRS
MAYNARD, MA, ENGR/MFG/CORP HDQRTRS
MAYNARD, MA, ENGR/MFG/CORP HDQRTRS
MAYNARD, MA, ENGR/MFG/CORP HD'QRTRS
MAYNARD, MA, ENGR/MFG/CORP HDQRTRS
MAYNARD, MA, ENGR/MFG/CORP HDQRTRS
MAYNARD, MA, ENGR/MFG/CORP HDQRTRS
MAYNARD,,MA, ENGR/MFG/CORP HDQRTRS
MAYNARD, MA, ENGR/MFG/CORP HDQRTRS
MAYNARD, MA, ENGR/MFG/CORP HDQRTRS
MAYNARD, MA, ENGR/MFG/CORP HDQRTRS
MAYNARD, MA, ENGR/MFG/CORP HDQRTRS
MAYNARD, MA, ENGR/MFG/CORP HDQRTRS
MAYNARD, MA, ENGR/MFG/CORP HDQRTRS
MARLBORO, MA, FAR EAST MFG PLANT
MARLBORO, MA, MANUFACTURING PLANT
MARLBORO, MA, MANUFACTURING PLANT
MARLBORO, MA, MANUFACTURING PLANT
MAYNARD, MA, CORPORATE FINANCE Z ADMIN
NASHUA, NH, TRAD PRODUCT LINE ADMIN
NASHUA, NH, RETURNS DISPOSITION CTR
NASHUA, NH, A & SG CUSTOMER SPARES
NASHUA, NH, A & SG CUSTOMER SPARES
NORTHBORO, MA, REG.PROPERTY DISPOSAL CTR
NORTHBORO, MA, SDC ORDER ADMINISTRATION
NORTHBORO, MA, PUBLSHG I CIRCULTN SVCS
NORTHBORO, MA, WAREHOUSE
NORTHBORO, MA, PUBLSHG & CIRCULTN SVCS
MAYNARD, MA, CORPORATE HDQRTRS/ENGR
MAYNARD, MA, CORPORATE HDQRTRS/ENGR
MAYNARD, MA, CORPORATE HDQTRS/ENGR
HUDSON, NH, SALES DEVELOPMENT
MARLBORO, MA, MOUNT ROYAL
BLDG
CLASS
DESCRIPTION
21
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
21
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
21
21
20
20
20
20
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
20
20
20
20
20
20
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SITE
BLDG
CORP MFG / WHSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
.CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MFG / WHSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLD'GS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MFG / WHSE BLDGS
CORP MFG / WHSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MFG / WHSE BLDGS
CORP MFG / WHSE BLDGS
CORP MFG / WHSE BLDGS
CORP MFG / WHSE BLDGS
CORP MFG / WHSE BLDGS
CORP MFG / WHSE BLDGS
CORP MFG / WHSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
CORP MULTI-PURPOSE BLDGS
01
02
03
04
05
07
08
10
11
12
1A
21
22
23
GA
GB
6C
GD
7A
SA
01
01
02
03
01
01
01
01
02
01
02
03
04
05
01
02
03
01
01
APPENDIX 2
SITE POPUL BLDG OWN PERM CLUS CORR FAC CHG
BLDG ATION STAT LEASE TEMP TAW TER IDOR MGR OUT COUNTRY
BPO 01 197 EO 0 P N M20 120 MAJ Y USA
BPO 02 38 EO L T N M20 120 MAJ Y USA
BPO 03 59 EQ L T N M20 120 MAJ Y USA
BPO 04 0 EO L T N M20 120 MAJ Y USA
CFO 01 185 EO L T N M10 110 JOB Y USA
CFO 02 262 EO L T N M10 110 JOB Y USA
DDD 01 375 EO L T N H10 130 KAF Y USA
HUO 01 44 EO 0 P N M20 120 MAJ Y USA
HYO 01 138 EO L T N M20 120 MAJ Y USA
IND 01 248 EO L T N M20 120 MAJ Y USA
LKG 01 739 EQ 0 P N M15 110 SAJ Y USA
LKG 02 0 AF 0 P N SAJ N USA
LMO 02 455 EO L T N M20 120 MAJ Y USA
LMO 04 263 EO L T N M20 120 MAJ Y USA
MET 01 0 AF L T N M20 120 MAJ N USA
MKO 01 1,763 EO 0 P N H05 130 KAF Y USA
MKO 02 1,061 EO 0 P N H05 130 KAF Y USA
MLO 01 495 EO 0 P N M05 105 KUM Y USA
MLO 02 18 EO 0 P N M05 105 KUM Y USA
MLO 03 394 EO 0 P N M05 105 KUM Y USA
MLO 04 151 EQ 0 P N M05 105 KUM Y USA
MLO 05 1,321 EQ 0 P N M05 105 KUM Y USA
MLO 07 50 EO 0 P N M05 105 KUM Y USA
MLO 08 126 EO 0 P N M05 105 KUM Y USA
MLO 10 13 EQ 0 P N M05 105 KUM Y USA
MLO 11 109 EO 0 P N M05 105 KUM Y USA
MLO 12 91 EO 0 P N M05 105 KUM Y USA
MLO 1A 0 EO 0 P N M05 105 MAJ Y USA
MLO 21 298 EO 0 P N M05 105 KUM Y USA
MLO 22 18 EO 0 P N M05 105 KUM Y USA
MLO 23 76 EO 0 P N M05 105 KUM Y USA
MLO 6A 38 EO 0 P N M05 105 KUM Y USA
MLO 6B 32 EO 0 P N M05 105 KUM Y USA
MLO 6C 0 EO 0 P N M05 105 KUM Y USA
MLO 6D 0 EO 0 P N M05 105 KUM Y USA
MLO 7A 0 EO 0 P N M05 105 KUM Y USA
MLO 8A 0 EO 0 P N M05 105 KUM Y USA
MOO 01 162 EQ 0 P N M20 120 MAJ Y USA
MRO 01 1,265 EO 0 P N M20 120 MAJ Y USA
MRO 02 502 EO 0 P N M20 120 MAJ Y USA
MRO 03 1,202 EO 0 P N M20 120 MAJ Y USA
MSO 01 295 EO 0 P N MOS 105 JOB Y USA
NHO 01 95 EQ L T N H10 130 KAF Y USA
NMO 01 69 EQ L T N H10 130 KAF Y USA
NQO 01 148 EQ 0 P N H10 130 KAF Y USA
NQO 02 0 EO 0 P N H10 130 KAF Y USA
NRO 01 101 EO L T N M20 120 MAJ Y USA
NRO 02 231 EQ L T N M20 120 MAJ Y USA
NRO 03 125 EO L T N M20 120 MAJ Y USA
NRO 04 145 EO L T N M20 120 MAJ Y USA
NRO 05 364 EO L T N M20 120 MAJ Y USA
PKO 01 326 EQ 0 P N MOS 105 JOB Y USA
PKO 02 183 EO 0 P N M05 105 JOB Y USA
PRO 03 1,405 EQ 0 P N M05 105 JOB Y USA
QLO 01 25 EO L T N H10 130 KAF Y USA
UPO 01 385 EO L T N M20 120 MAJ Y USA
UPO 02 93 EO L T N M20 120 MAJ Y USA
VRO 03 201 EO L T N M10 110 JOB Y USA
VRO 05 151 EO L T N M10 110 JOB Y USA
WFR 01 329 EQ L T N M20 120 MAJ Y USA
YWO 01 341 EO L T N M20 120 MAJ Y USA
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APPENDIX 4
BPO
BPO
BPO
BPO
CFO
CFO
DDD
HUO
HYO
IND
LKG
LKG
LMO
LMO
MET
MKO
MKO
MLO
MLO
MLOQ
MLO
MLO
MLO
MLO
MLO
MLO
MLO
MLO
MLO
MLO
MLO
MLO
MLO
MLO
MLO
MLO
MLO
MOO
MRO
MRO
MRO,
MSO
NHO
NMO
NQO
NQO
NRO
NRO
NRO
NRO
NRO
PKO
PKO
PKO
QLO
UFOp
UPO
VRO
VRO
WFR
YWO
1976/11/01
1985/04/01
1985/04/01
1985/04/01
1980/05/09
1981/05/01
1985/07/30
1977/07/01
1981/01/01
1985/02/15
1985/11/01
1988/07/01
1982/04/01
1984/10/01
1987/08/01
1977/09/15
1982/09/01
1968/05/01
1977/06/30
1965/05/01
1961/05/01
1962/02/01
1965/07/01
1965/09/01
1977/06/30
1965/07/01
1957/09/01
1968/05/01
1968/05/01
1977/06/30
1980/10/01
1965/02/01
1965/02/01
1969/02/01
1965/07/15
1965/07/15
1965/07/01
1977/11/14
1973/10/01
1973/01/01
1982/08/01
1977/12/15
1983/12/01
1979/08/20
1977/05/01
1980/06/01
1974/05/01
1975/07/23
1980/01/05
1980/03/01
1981/01/01
1972/07/07
1972/10/01
1973/07/01
1981/10/15
1981/07/15
1981/08/01
1982/08/08
1981/08/01
1985/02/15
1982/04/12
0000/00/00
1989/03/31
1988/03/31
1988/03/31
1990/05/31
1991/04/30
1988/06/30
0000/00/00
1988/05/31
1988/02/29
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
1992/03/31
1989/09/30
1992/03/31
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
1987/11/30
1988/11/30
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
1988/06/30
1990/12/31
1990/12/31
1990/12/31
1990/12/31
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
1987/10/14
1988/04/30
1988/07/31
1992/08/31
1991/07/31
1988/03/31
1988/05/31
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SITE
BLDG
OCCUP
DATE
LEASE
EXPIRE
DATE
LEASE
NOTICE
DATE
0000/00/00
1987/11/01
1987/11/01
1987/11/01
1986/05/08
1989/04/30
1987/12/31
0000/00/00
1987/11/30
1987/02/28
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
1991/03/31
1988/12/31
1991/06/30
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
1987/06/30
1988/10/31
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
1987/12/31
1989/12/31
1989/12/31
1989/12/31
1989/12/31
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
0000/00/00
1986/06/14
1987/05/01
1987/08/01
1991/08/31
1990/07/31
1987/10/01
1987/09/30
SPACE INVENTORY AND ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
BUILDING SPACE, HEADCOUNT REPORT
BY SPACE TYPE
PROC : CUSTOMIZED R IN3004
RPT : CUSTOMIZED IN3004.RPT
COMMENT: CMAS
** SPACE IN SQUARE FEET
SITE
BLD OL
MRO 01 0
MRO 0 2 0
MRO 03 0
MRO 04 0
MRO 1A 0
MRO 1B 0
MRO 1C 0
MRO 1D 0
MRO 1E 0
MRO 1F 0
MRO UN 0
ADMI N
242,209
45.2%
10 1 ,38 6
56.4%
225,064
63.4%
330,000
94.3%
COM-
LAB
76,9
14.
17 , 0 86
9.5%
41,159
11:6%
0
0.0%
0 7,850
0.0% ** **
0 2,048
0 .0 % * *& * *
0 2,874
0.0% ****
0 5,000
0 .0 % * ** * *
0 1,728
0 .0% * * * *
0 1,728
0.0% *** *
0.0%
SUP-
PORT
13,900
2.6%
3 , 281
1.8%
12,521
3.5%
0.0%
PRO-
DUCTION
73,379
13.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0
0.0% 0.0%
0
0 .0% 0. 0%
0
0.0% 0.0%
0
0 .0% 0 .0%
STOR-
AGE
17,712
3.3%
4 ,0 9 1
2.3%
4,174
1.2%
NET
S PACE
424,113
125, 8 4 4
282,918
0 330,000
0.0%
0.0%
0 .0 %
0.0%
0 . 0%
0 . 0% 0 . 0 % 0 . 0 %
0.0% 0.0%
7,850
2,048
2,874
5,000
1,728
1,728
0.0%
0 0 0
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
TOTAL SITE: 898,659 156,386 29,702 73, 379
62.3% 10.8% 2.1% 5.1%
25,977 1,184,103
1.8%
MRO
RULE Rule I
fAPPENDIX 6
there is evidence of observation2
Then age chosen
is confirmed.
And Show notel
RULE Rule 4
If
there is evidence of hurdleage_1
Then age_return
is confirmed.
RULE Rule 5
If
there is evidence of hurdleage_2
Then age_return
is confirmed.
RULE Rule 6
if
there is evidence of go
And START.DECIDE is AGE
And minimum age.LIMIT is greater than or equal to 0.ou
And maximum aqe.LIMIT is greater than or equal to 0.O0
Then AGE TIME
is confirmed.
RULE Rule I
It
there is evidence of files are loaded
And <ldbi>.fiaqga is greater than or equal to u.U0
And <bldl).ganet is greater than or equal to 0.00
And (Ibldj).density is greater than or equal to 0.00
Then buildings initialized
is confirmed.
RULE Rule 2
If
there is no evidence of are files loaded
Then files are-loaded
is confirmed.
And Execute load(
And Show are files loaded
kULE Rule 7
It
there is no evidence of turther.quesLion
Trieri finish
is coniirmea.
iUnE Rule b
It
there is evidence or step2
And ST[AT.DECIDL iz not UNKNUWN
Then further continue
is contirmed.
And Reset age-chosen
And Reset popchosen
And Reset step
And Reset step_3 136
RULE Rule 9
If
there is evidence of step
And START.DECIDE is not UNKNOWN
Then further continuel
is confirmed.
And Reset pop chosen
And Reset GROSSCHOSEN
RULE Rule 10
If
there is evidence of step_3
Arid START.DECIDE is not UNKNOWN
Then furtner continue.2
is cortirnied.
afnu Reset aqe_cnosen
Arid Reset GRUSSCHOSEN
RULE Rule 11
if
welcome.prompt is YES
Then qo
is confirmed.
RULE Rule 12
If
there is evidence of further continue
Then goal
is confirmed.
And Reset step
And Reset step_3
RULE Rule 13
It
there is evidence of further continuel
Then goal
is confirmed.
And Reset step 3
And Reset step2
RULE Rule 14
It
there is evidence of further continue2
Then qoal
is contirmea.
And Reset step
And Reset stepd
tHubL : ule 1'6111
there is evidence or observationi
Then GRuSS CHOSEN
is contirmed.
And Show notel
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RULE Rule 16
if
there is evidence of go
And STAHT.DECIDE is GROSSSOFT
And MINIMUM GROSS.LIMIT is greater than or equal to 0.00
And MAXIMUMGROSS.LIMIT is qreater than 0.00
Then grossok
is confirmed.
RULE Rule 17
lf
there is evidence of hurdle_2
Then gross_ return
is confirmed.
RULE Rule 18
If
there is evidence of hurdle_1
Then grossreturn
is confirmed.
RULE Rule 19
if
there is evidence of gross ok
And maximungross.liniit-{lbldl}.ga is less than 0.00
Then hurdle_1
is confirmed.
And Reset MAXIMUMGROSS.LIMIT
And Show message2
RULE Rule 20
If
there is evidence of gross ok
And minimum qross.linit-{jbldj}.qa is greater than 0.00
Then hurdle 2
is confirmea.
And Reset MINIMUHtGROSS.LIMIT
And Show messaje
RULE :Rule 21
If
there is evidence of AGE TlME
And minimum age. LIMIT - j Ibld I . qa is qreater than 0.00
Then hurdle-age
is confirmed.
,nd Reset miinimum age.LIMiT
Arid Reset maximuniage.LM*IIT
And Show messaqelO
RULE Rule 22
If
there is evidence of AGE TIME
And minimum age.LIMIT-i lbldl .age is qreateri Ahan u.Ou
Then hurdle-age_1
is confirmed.
And Reset minimum_age.LIMIT
And Show messagelO 138
RULE Rule 23
I
there is evidence of AGETIME
And maximum_aqe.LIMIT-{bldI}.age is less than 0.0o
Then hurdle-age_2
is confirmed.
And Reset maximum age.LIMIT
And Show remarkil
RULE Rule 24
If
there is evidence ot POP
And minimum-pop.LIMIT-{|bidj}.pop is qreater than 0.00
Then hurdle_popl
is confirmed.
And Reset minimum-pop.LIMIT
And Show message7
RULE Rule 25
If
there is evidence of POP
Aria maximumpop. LIMIT- I bild I .pop is less thaln 6. O
Then hurdlepop._2
is contirmed.
And Reset maximum-pop.LlMIT
And Show messa'eS
RULE Rule 26
If
tnere is evidence of aqe return
And there is evidence of further.questioni
Then in bet aqe
is confirmed.
And Reset further.question
And Reset maximum age.LIMIT
And Reset minimum age.LIMIT
And Reset START.DECIDE
And START.DECIDE is assigned to START.DECIDE
RULE Rule 27
it
there is evidence of pop-return
And there is eviaence of further.question
Then in _betpop
is confirmed.
And Reset further.question
Arid Reset ninimuni pop. LIMIT
And Reset maximum-pop.LIMIT
Aria Reset START.DECIDE
And START.DECIDE is assigned to START.DECIDE
RULE Ruie 28
Ir
there is evidence or gross return
Arid there is evidence of furtrier.questin
Then in _between
is confirmed.
And Reset further.question
And Reset MINIMUM _GROSS.LhIT
And Reset MAXIMUM GROSs.LIMIT
And Reset START.DECIDE 139
And START.DECIDE is assigned to START.DECIDE
-ULE
If
Rule 29
there is evidence of gross-ok
And (IbldI).ftlaqga is not equal to 0.00
And (fbldj>.ga-maximumgross.limit is less than or equal to 0.00
And ((bldl).ga-minimum_qross.limit is greater than or equal to 0.00
Then oDservationil
is confirmed.
And (jBLDI?.flaqqa+l is assigned to (Ibldl>.flagga
RULE
1±
Rule 30
there is evidence of gross-ok
And j bId .±laqa is precisely equal
And ibldfl).qa-maximumqross.limit is
And < ibidl >.ga-minimum.flross.liniit is
Then observationi
is confirmed.
And (IBLDI>.flagga+l is assigned to (
to 0.00
less -than or equal ti -. 00
greater than or equa jfr o.00
lbldI>.flagga
RULE
It
Rule 31
there is evidence of AGETIME
And <jbldj).flaqa is not equal to 0.00
And (Ibldl).age-maximum-age.limit is less than or equal to
And <jbidl>.age-minimumage.limit is greater than or equal
Then observation2
is confirmed.
And (Ibldi).flagga+l is assigned to (gbldl).flagga
hULE Rule 32
It
there is evidence of AGETIME
Ard' { ibldi .flagga is precisely equal
Ana % Lbld!).ae-maximumfage.iimit is
^na Inid i .age-miniium age. Iimit is
1rnen ubservatio'n2
is confirmed.
iina iIbLDf).flaqqa+1 is assigned to
to 0.00
less than or equal
qreater than or equ
to 0.00
al to u.00
IbldI).flaqqa
nLLE : huie 3-
theie is evicence of POP
rad { jLibiali.rlaqqa is precisely equal to 0.00
AndEJ Coidj>.pop-maximumpop.limit is less than or equal o 2
And ' Ibid! ,.pop-minimum. pop. limit is greater than or equalt 0
Tnen. otservatione
is conrirrmeri.
And (1BLDjLi.rlagqat1 is assigned to J bldi).flagaa
kULL
it:
Rule s4
there is evidence of POP
And (IbldL).flagga is not equal to 0.00
nnd (Iblal).pop-maximum_pop.limit is le
And <IbldI>.pop-mi nimumpp.limit is qr
Trien oDservation.
is conrirmed.
and (IBLD1).rlagga+l is assigned to_ jb
140
ss than or equaLt to
eater than or equai
ldl>.flagga
0 . 00
to 0.00
L
t. ~I' 0 . U U
RULE Rule 35
if
there is evidence of go
And START.DECIDE is POPULATION
And minimum-pop.LIMIT is greater than or equal to 0.00
And maximum pop.LIMIT is greater than or equal to 0.00
Then POP
is confirmed.
RULE Rule 36
If
there is evidence of observation3
Then pop_chosen
is confirmed.
And Show notel
RULE Rule 37
If
there is evidence of hurdlepop I
Then pop_ return
is confirmed.
RULE Rule 38
If
there is evidence of hurdlepop 2
Then pop_return
is confirmed.
RULE Ruie 39
1t
there is evidence of inbetage
Then step
is confirmed.
RULE Rule 40
it
there is evidence of aqe chosen
And there is evidence of further.questior
Then step
is confirmed.
And Reset further.question
And Reset step2
And Reset step_3
And Reset START.DECIDE
And START.DECIDE is assiqned to START.DECIDE
RULE hule 41
It
there is evidence of step-in_bet _1
tnd there is evidence of further.question
Tnen step
is confirmed.
Andl Reset further.questiii
Arid Reset step.3
And Reset step2
And Reset START.DECILDE
And START.DECIDE is assiqned to START.DLCiL
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RULE Rule 42
If
there is evidence of GROSSCHOSEN
And there is evidence of further.questiori
Then step2
is confirmed.
And Reset further.question
And Reset step
And Reset step_3
And Reset START.DECIDE
And START.DECIDE is assigned to START.DECIDE
RULE Rule 43
If
there is evidence of in-between
Then step2
is confirmed.
RULE: Rule 44
if
there is evidence of step in bet_2
And there is evidence of further.question
Then step2
is confirmed.
And Reset further.question
And Reset step
And Reset step_3
And Reset START.DECIDE
And START.DECIDE is assiqned to START.DECIDE
RULE Rule 45
If
there is evidence of in-betpop
Then step_3
is confirmed.
RULE Rule 46
If
there is evidence of popchosen
And there is evidence of further.question
Then step_3
is confirmed.
And Reset rurtner.question
And Reset step
And Reset step2
And Reset STiART.DECIDL
And START.DEIDE is assigned to START.L)EC1DE
iLILE hule 4!
It
there is evidence of step_ in bet 3
And tnere is evidence of rurther.question
Then step_
is confirmed.
And Reset further.question
And Reset step2
And Reset step
And Reset START.DECIDE
And START.DECIDE is assigned to START.DECIDE
142
APPENDIX 7
NEXPERT Serial Number 1-010-030388-670
Copy for LAB FOR ARCH AND PLANNING @ MIT
. NEXPERT. - Copyright (C) 1986, 1987 by NEURON DATA. Copyright is claimed in bo
th the underlying computer program and the resulting output in the form of an au
diovisual work.
Customer or User is not permitted to make any copies of this software (NEXPERT)
for any purpose. This software is a confidential trade secret of NEURON DATA Inc
Refer to the license agreement.
test building_3.flagga is set to 0.00
test_building_3.age is set to 3.00
testbuilding_3.ga is set to 5000.00
testbuilding_3.pop is set to 100.00
test building_2.flagga is set to 0.00
testbuilding_2.age is set to 5.00
testbuilding_2.pop is set to 500.00
testbuilding 2.ga is set to 5000.00
testbuilding_1.flagga is set to 0.00
test building-l.age is set to 1.00
test-building_1.pop is set to 100.00
test building_1.ga is set to 10000.00
Suggesting step_3
WELCOME.PROMPT is set to YES
Condition WELCOME.PROMPT is YES in rule 8. (True).
GO is set to True
Condition there is evidence of GO in rule 17. (True).
START.DECIDE is set to gro--_sq~ft
Condition START.DECIDE is POPULATION in rule 17. (False).
POP is set to False
Condition there is evidence of POP in rule 18. (False).
poD_chosen is set to Unknown
pop chosen is set to False
Condition there is evidence of pop_chosen in rule 23. (False).
sten 3 is set to False
Condition there is evidence of GO in rule 12. (True).
Condition START.DECIDE is gross_sq ft in rule 12. (True).
MINIMUMGROSS.LIMIT is set to 20000.00
Condition MINIMUMGROSS.LIMIT is greater than or equal to 0.00 in rule 12. (True
MAXIMUM GROSS.LIMIT is set to 40000.00
Condition MAXIMUMGROSS.LIMIT is greater than 0.00 in rule 12. (True).
grossok is set to True
Condition there is evidence of grossok in rule 15. (True).
{ BLDI}.ga=testbuilding_3,testbuilding_2,testbuilding_1
Condition minimumgross.limit-{lbldf}.ga is greater than 0.00 in rule 15. (True)
hurdle_2 is set to True
RHS: Reset MINIMUM GROSS.LIMIT in rule 15
MINIMUM GROSS.LIMIT is set to Unknown
RHS: Reset MAXIMUM GROSS.LIMIT in rule 15
MAXIMUM GROSS.LIMIT is set to Unknown
RHS: Show message in rule 15
Condition there is evidence of hurdle_2 in rule 13. (True).
grossreturn is set to True
Condition there is evidence of grossreturn in rule 16. (True).
further.question is set to True
Condition there is evidence of further.question in rule 16. (True).
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in between is set to True
RHS: Reset further.question in rule 16
further.question is set to Unknown
RHS: Reset START.DECIDE in rule 16
START.DECIDE is set to Unknown
START.DECIDE is set to gross sqft
RHS: START.DECIDE is assigned to START.DECIDE in rule 16
Condition there is evidence of in-between in rule 22. (True).
step2 is set to True
Condition there is evidence of grossok in rule 10. (True).
<J EBLD I>. flagga=testbuilding_3, testbuilding_2,testbuilding_1
Condition <IBLDI>.flagga is not equal to 0.00 in rule 10. (False).
GROSS CHOSEN is set to Unknown
Condition there is evidence of grossok in rule 11. (True).
{ BLD I } . flagga=testbuilding 3, test_building_2, testbuilding_1
Condition {IBLDI}.flagga is precisely equal to 0.00 in rule 11. (True).
MAXIMUM GROSS.LIMIT is set to 6000.00
<;BLDI>.ga=test building_3,test_building_2, test_building 1
Condition <fbldT>.ga-maximum gross.limit is less than or equal to 0.00 in rule 1
1. (True).
MINIMUM GROSS.LIMIT is set to 4000.00
< BLDI>.ga-testbuilding_3,testbuilding_2
Condition <IbldI>.ga-minimum-gross.limit is greater than or equal to 0.00 in rul
e 11. (True).
GROSSCHOSEN is set to True
RHS: <IBLDI>.flagga+1 is assigned to <IBLDI>.flagga in rule 11
test_building_3.flagga is set to 1.00
test building_2.flagga is set to 1.00
Condition there is evidence of GROSSCHOSEN in rule 21. (True).
Condition there is evidence of GROSSCHOSEN in rule 21. (True).
further.question is set to True
Condition there is evidence of further.question in rule 21. (True).
RHS: Reset further.question in rule 21
Rurther.question is set to Unknown
Rt: Reset START. DECIDE in rule 21
START.DECIDE is set to Unknown
START.DECIDE is set to POPULATION
RHS: START.DECIDE is assigned to START.DECIDE in rule 21
Condition there is evidence of step2 in rule 5. (True).
furthercontinue is set to True
RHS: Reset age_chosen in rule 5
GO is set to Unknown
Rule 8 is set to unknown
RHS: Reset poptchosen in rule 5
pop_chosen is set to Unknown
Rule 19 is set to unknown
ROP is set to Unknown
Rule 17 is set to unknown
Rule 18 is set to unknown
AGE TIME is set to False
Condition there is evidence of AGETIME in rule 1. (False).
age_chosen is set to Unknown
agechosen is set to False
Co-dition there is evidence of age_chosen in rule 20. (False).
step is set to False
Condition there is evidence of step in rule 7. (False).
goal is set to True
gross ok is set to False
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GROSSCHOSEN is set to False
step2 is set to True
hurdle 1 is set to False
hurdle_2 is set to False
gross_return is set to False
in-between is set to False
step2 is set to False
further-continue is set to False
goal is set to False
GO is set to True
Condition there is evidence of GO in rule 17. (True).
Condition START.DECIDE is POPULATION in rule 17. (True).
minimumpop.LIMIT is set to 50.00
Condition minimum_pop.LIMIT is greater than or equal to 0.00 in rule 17. (True).
maximumpop.LIMIT is set to 150.00
Condition maximum pop.LIMIT is greater than or equal to 0.00 in rule 17. (True).
POP is set to True
Condition there is evidence of POP in rule 18. (True).
<IBLDI>.flagga=testbuilding_3,testbuilding_2,test building_1
Condition <IBLDI>.flagga is not equal to 0.00 in rule 18. (True).
<IBLDI>.pop=testbuilding_3,test-building_2
Condition <jbldj>.pop-maximumpop.limit is less than or equal to 0.00 in rule 18
(True).
<IBLDI>.pop=testbuilding_3
Condition <|bldI>.pop-minimumpop.limit is greater than or equal to 0.00 in rule
18. (True).
pop-chosen is set to True
RHS: <IBLDI>.flagga+1 is assigned to <lBLDI>.flagga in rule 18
testbuilding_3.flagga is set to 2.00
Condition there is evidence of POP in rule 19. (True).
Condition there is evidence of pop_chosen in rule 23. (True).
further.question is set to True
Condition there is evidence of further.question in rule 23. (True).
step_3 is set to True
RHS: Reset further.question in rule 23
further.question is set to Unknown
RHS: Reset START.DECIDE in rule 23
START.DECIDE is set to Unknown
START.DECIDE is set to AGE
RHS: START.DECIDE is assigned to START.DECIDE in rule 23
further continue is set to True
RHS: Reset age_chosen in rule 6
age_chosen is set to Unknown
Rule 2 is set to unknown
AGE TIME is set to Unknown
Rule 3 is set to unknown
GO is set to Unknown
Rule 8 is set to unknown
Rule 1 is set to unknown
RHS: Reset GROSS CHOSEN in rule 6
GROSS CHOSEN is set to Unknown
Rule 11 is set to unknown
grossok is set to Unknown
Rule 12 is set to unknown
Rule 10 is set to unknown
goal is set to True
grossok is set to False
GROSS CHOSEN is set to False
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POP is set to False
pop-chosen is set to False
step_3 is set to False
further-continue is set to False
goal is set to False
GO is set to True
Condition there is evidence of GO in rule 3. (True).
Condition START.DECIDE is AGE in rule 3. (True).
minimumage.LIMIT is set to 2.00
Condition minimumage.LIMIT is greater than or equal to 0.00 in rule 3. (True).
maximumage.LIMIT is set to 4.00
Condition maximumage.LIMIT is greater than or equal to 0.00 in rule 3. (True).
AGE TIME is set to True
Condition there is evidence of AGE TIME in rule 1. (True).
<IBLDI>.flagga=testbuilding_3,testbuilding_2,test building_1
Condition <IBLDI>.flagga is not equal to 0.00 in rule 1. (True).
<IBLDI>.age=test building_3,testbuilding_2
Condition <Ibldl>.age-maximum age.limit is less than or equal to 0.00 in rule 1.
(True).
<IBLDI>.age=test building_3
Condition <Ibldl>.age-minimumage.limit is greater than or equal to 0.00 in rule
1. (True).
agechosen is set to True
RHS: <Ibldl>.flagga+l is assigned to <IBLDI>.flagga in rule 1
testbuilding_3.flagga is set to 3.00
Condition there is evidence of AGE TIME in rule 2. (True).
Condition there is evidence of age-chosen in rule 20. (True).
further.question is set to True
Condition there is evidence of further.question in rule 20. (True).
step is set to True
RHS: Reset further.question in rule 20
further.question is set to Unknown
RHS: Reset START.DECIDE in rule 20
START.DECIDE is set to Unknown
START.DECIDE is set to POPULATION
RHS: START.DECIDE is assigned to START.DECIDE in rule 20
further continue is set to True
RHS: Reset pop-chosen in rule 7
pop-chosen is set to Unknown
Rule 19 is set to unknown
POP is set to Unknown
Rule 17 is set to unknown
GO is set to Unknown
Rule 8 is set to unknown
Rule 18 is set to unknown
RHS: Reset GROSS CHOSEN in rule 7
GROSSCHOSEN is set to Unknown
Rule 11 is set to unknown
grossok is set to Unknown
Rule 12 is set to unknown
Rule 10 is set to unknown
goal is set to True
GO is set to True
Condition there is evidence of GO in rule 17. (True).
POP is set to True
Condition there is evidence of POP in rule 18. (True).
<IBLDI>.flagga=testbuilding_3,testbuilding_2,testbuilding_1
Condition <IBLDI>.flagga is not equal to 0.00 in rule 18. (True).
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<IBLDI>.pop=test building_3,testbuilding_2
Condition <Ibldl>.pop-maximumpop.limit is less than or equal to 0.00 in rule 18
(True).
<IBLDI>.pop=test building_3
Condition <Ibldl>.pop-minimum pop.limit is greater than or equal to 0.00 in rule
18. (True).
popchosen is set to True
RHS: <IBLDI>.flagga+1 is assigned to <IBLDI>.flagga in rule 18
testbuilding_3.flagga is set to 4.00
Condition there is evidence of POP in rule 19. (True).
Condition there is evidence of pop-chosen in rule 23. (True).
further.question is set to True
Condition there is evidence of further.question in rule 23. (True).
step_3 is set to True
RHS: Reset further.question in rule 23
further.question is set to Unknown
RHS: Reset START.DECIDE in rule 23
START.DECIDE is set to Unknown
START.DECIDE is set to POPULATION
RHS: START.DECIDE is assigned to START.DECIDE in rule 23
further continue is set to True
RHS: Reset agechosen in rule 6
age_chosen is set to Unknown
Rule 2 is set to unknown
AGE TIME is set to Unknown
Rule 3 is set to unknown
GO is set to Unknown
Rule 8 is set to unknown
Rule 1 is set to unknown
RHS: Reset GROSS CHOSEN in rule 6
RHS: Reset popchosen in rule 7
pop-chosen is set to Unknown
Rule 19 is set to unknown
POP is set to Unknown
Rule 17 is set to unknown
Rule 18 is set to unknown
RHS: Reset GROSS CHOSEN in rule 7
grossok is set to False
GROSS CHOSEN is set to False
AGE TIME is set to False
agechosen is set to False
step is set to False
further continue is set to True
RHS: Reset agechosen in rule 6
age_chosen is set to Unknown
Rule 2 is set to unknown
AGE TIME is set to Unknown
Rule 3 is set to unknown
Rule 1 is set to unknown
RHS: Reset GROSS CHOSEN in rule 6
GROSS CHOSEN is set to Unknown
Rule 11 is set to unknown
grossok is set to Unknown
Rule 12 is set to unknown
Rule 10 is set to unknown
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APPENDIX 8
ENERGY INVESTMENT PROGRAM.
PROJECT SUMMARY (1/14/88)
MANUFACTURING FACILITIES
INVESTMENT PAY BACK SAVINGS/YR
$ YEARS $
HLO HUDSON 22,000.00 0.54 40,740.74
POWER FACTOR CORR.
SPO SPRINGFIELD 10,500.00 1.36 7,720.59
MOTION DETECTORS
ASO AUGUSTA 110,335.00 0.95 116,142.11
LIGHTING UPGRADE
WMO WESTMINSTER 1,000.00 1.20 833.33
EXIT LIGHTS
PNO PHOENIX 127,400.00 1.25 101,920.00
LIGHTING UPGRADE
HLO HUDSON 3,334.00 0.46 7,247.83
FLUORESCENT UNITS
HLO HUDSON 46,637.00 1.58 29,517.09
MOTION DETECTORS
GSO GREENVILLE 19,779.00 0.82 24,120.73
LIGHTING UPGRADE
HLO HUDSON
GAS ENERGY SAVER 2,640.00 2.00 1,320.00
APO ANDOVER
COMPRESSOR UPGRADE 108,369.00 1.51 71,767.55
APO ANDOVER
LIGHTING RETROFIT 11.300.00 1.37 8,248.18
HLO HUDSON
VARIABLE SPEED DRIVES 39,630.00 1.58 25.082.28
TOTAL $502,924.00 $434,660.42
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